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FRENCH MINERS CLASH
WITH THE MILITARY.
"t-Lena, France, March 22. Reports
from the various mining centers show
If yau discovered that humanity was celejratlng In
And your ability to dodge the detectives
that the strike is now general. Some
the hope that you never would come back.
disorders have occurred and a number of company wagons were smashed.
RUSSIA SIDES STRONGLY
year promises to be unusuWITH FRENCH CLAIMS. Twelve hundred additional troops ar- 6how
Berlin, March 22. Russia's instruc- rived here and the whole district Is ally rleli in attractions. One or the ROOSEVELT HAS A
ACCIDENTS BOTH
,
most thrilling features will be Mile.
tions to Count Casslnl, her chief dele now occupied by military forces.
Octavio La Tom, who will ride down
gate to the Moroccan conference, have
TALK ON PACKERS
a steep incline
In an automobile,
RAIL AND WATER
affected the German government most SOCIETY'S EFFORT AT
GETTING THROUGH LENT. which will leap through space a disunfavorably, and came almost as a
22.
New
March
Ytik,
The
circus
tance
of
fifty
setfeet,
comturning
challenge at the moment that the
a
bo formally opened by plete somersault In the air nnd land
tlement of the questions in dispute season will
He
&. Hailey's show at Madison ing on
and Attorney General Another Fatal Collision by
Bamum
platform
on
a
the
other side
at Algeciras seemed almost certain. Square Garden
The
of
this
afternoon.
gap.
the
that,
the attitude
It is not Improbable
Moody Consult Over
rreight and Passenger
of both the French and German dele- gates will be Influenced thereby.
InCourt Decision.
Dispatches from Algeciras today
Recorded.
dicate the unyielding disposition on
either question, whether France and
Spanish inspectors of police shall coCHOATE AFTER INsbRANCE VESSELS COLLIDE AT SEA
operate in each harbor or consist of
four exclusively French and four ex
clusively Spanish inspectors.
Mah Is Huns For Murier After Operator Who Slept on
Duty and
PENAL COLONY TRIED
1
"
Being Condemned ? Die
TO MAKE ESCAPE
Caused Wreck Is Now ;
t
New York, March 22. A cable to
New York, March 22. The advisory two single track tubes separated hy h
Four Times
v,
the Herald from Palermo says that board
at
Home.
of
engineers
appointed
by
the
concrete
center
wall and lined with
earththere had been twenty-onof the Michigan Central concrete. The contract plans offered
quakes on the inland of Ustlca during management
proto
charge
railroad,
of
take
the
designs
four
of
tunnel for the part or
Washington, D. C, March 22.
the past three clays. The population posed tunnel under the Detroit river, the work
weuster City, la., Murch 22. The
under the river, about half President Koosevelt had an
A great valley has been
is terrorized.
extended last passenger
No. 1, on the II
will
from
Wil-gDetroit
to
Windsor,
Canada,
a
length.
mile
In
Vice
President
conference today with Attorney Gen- llnols Centra, train,
formed in the center of the Island, meet here this afternoon to open bids
due here at 3:50 this
Taft
and all the houses demolished. The for the construction of the tunnel. u has suggested:, a new , engineering eral Moody, Secretary
morning, collided with a freight one
nl
c
nine janics K. Garfield, concerning the mile west of Duncome, this morning.
island is used as a penal settlement The tunnel, including
river sec- 1in yniidlpiinli.in ' .(t.l.
ii. "u n
decision rendered In Chicago, Fireman Willium Cutting was killed
far hardened criminals. These made tion and approaches, under
a
be
about
a
In
will
saving
suit
of
cost.
His plan U yesterday, by Judge Humphreys
an effort to escape, but were subdue mile and a half long and will be one
and a dozen others were badly, but
the
Present silt under
the ijeef packers' case. The decision um laiauy, injured, a passenger
T?.rei1
One of three moun- of the biggest undertakings of
Dy the guards.
,
that
relieves the individual , officials of the coacn was turned into a temporary
tains on the island Is reported In kind In this country. The advisory ?hrn?,X which,
mer1 the conc'te;
n.,i-,eruption.
,.
tui.r"al.,uu "OIU Prosecu- - hospital where the Injured were cared
. ....,r.
hoant consists nf W J. Wtlm.s. chief shield
K...
for pending their being brought to the'
engineer cf the New York Central proper may be constructed so as to
made"
be
butin
L' Hospital Here.
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s,
system; Howard A.Carson, chief en- -; secure
"t...'J
continuity of ? Z
I
glneor of the Boston Transit Com strength and Rood workmanship. Mr. 'such cases.
It provides thu in a TWO VESSELS COLLIDE
MET THIS AFTERNOON mission, and W. S. Kinnoar, assist- Wilgus' plan
does away with the use
.u
BUT NO ONE HURT,
ant general manager of the Michigan i k.ui uc.u.o.
umbo Buiuum.
states shall have the same right of Capo Henry, March 22. The Ger
TO DISCUSS MEANS FOR ENLARG- Central.
oui;i
iu ue uejMiauea unuer wuier appeal that is given the defendant.
man steamer, San Miguel, bound from
ING SCHOOL
FACILITIES FOR
The work will be carried on under Is a distinctive feature of the plan.
Baltimore to Port Maria, and the
THE COMING SCHOLASTIC YEAR the direction of the Detroit Itiver The concrete will be deposited by AFTER OLD MUTUAL
schooner Ralph M. Hay ward, from
Tunnel company, which was organ- divers. The shield plan is similar in
LIFE
TRUSTEES.
met
afternoon
this
board
The school
ized for the purpose. A force of en- its features to the plan of tunnel con
New York, March 22. It a an- - New lork, collided twelve miles of!
peace
4
of
the
at o'clock in Justice
here . last
gineers prepared the plans and speci- struction of the tunnels under the nmmn..riu Indav .Ka.
is leak- .... night.. The .schooner
.
" 1.1111. it... IiaOL
llltL u.itkln
Craig's office, at which time the niat-te- fications. The general plan calls for North river.
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"eac"" at
few days members of the old board of i"s, uml y1B"u
in
exploited
issuing
bonds, as
ro- of
trustees
of the Mutual Life Insurance ""V" luuu, lhe ban Mi?.01
Evening
yesterday's issue of The
company, Including all who served be- ceeded to Baltimore today. Her main
mast was carried away, the deck
Citizen, was discussed.
tween the dates of January 1, 1900, trimmings
scholOwing to the fact that next
uad Btack dismantled and
and December 31, 1905 had been sernumlarger
astic year there will be a
ved with requisition for Information a hole stove in her side near the
ber of pupils present themselves for
as drastic as the Muiual's harshest water line.
enrollment, and that the schooi duiio-ingcritic could well demand. Joseph H. OPERATOR WHO CAUSED
are now taxed to their capacity,
Choate is the author of the requisiADOBE WRECK FOUND.
makes it imperative that some action
tion, and it is said to be issued with
Denver. Colo., March 22. S. Frank
be taken with a view to securing more
the unqualified approval of the Trues-dal- o Lively, the Swallows
operator, whose
school room.
committee and the Mutuul'8 leg- unfortunate nap caused the colllelou
In case it should be decided by the
islative administration.
at Adobe, last Friday, Is at his home
board to ask the people to sanction
at Munisfordsvllle, Ky according to
Lowell, Mass., March 22. Pawtucket corner
of Pawtucket
and School MADE BOTH LEGAL
a l)Ond issue for the erection of adAN-PHYSICAL FIGHTS. a dispatch received here today. He
ditional school buildings, the matter Lodge, A. F. & A. M. will observe the streets. That building is Btill
Newark, N. J., March 22. Guih- - says he went home ifto rest and wou3
anniversary of the grant- - lng and Is thought to be the oldest
will have to be presented at a special
return to Colorado,
wanted.
election. Congress would also have Ing of its charter this evening. A building in Iwell. The property was seppe Marmo, an Italian, was hanged
It Is becoming more certain
to approve cf the matter first, whlcn dinner will be served at the Masonic owned by the grandfather of the late here today for the murder of his the death list in the accident was that
beThe murder followed
Temple, and a musical and literary Ir. Joel Spalding. Dr. Spalding died brother-in-lawould take several months.
tween forty and fifty. The list of unOther ways and meaus were dis- entertainment will follow. Benjamin In Ixiwell on January 30, lfc8N, nnd his a quarrel between the two men. The accounted for at the Hio Grande headcussed this afternoon at the meeting, V. Clement, Lucius A. Derby, secre- sister Sarah K., who was his heir, struggle which Maro made to save quarters shows forty-eiginissV'K.
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mt nothing definite
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Washington, D. C, March 22. By a
vote of 175 to 166 the house adonted
the statehood rule, and the speaker
appointed, Hamilton (Mich.), Brick
(lnd.), and Moon (Tenn.), as conferees.
How It Was Done.
The special rule for sending the
statehood bill to conference was
brought Into the house by Dulzell, as
the first business of that body, today.
Kalzell demanded the previous question, and on a rising vote, 149 voted
for It and 124 against It. The roll
call was secured on the demand of
Minority leader Williams.
The roll call resulted In ordering
tho previous question, the vote being
171 to 140.
Dulzell was recognized
for twenty minutes nnd began an explanation of the reason for the special
rule.
William Works Hard.
Williams tried to have the statehood conferees instructed to concur In
the
omitting Arizona and New Mexico, but was defeated on a point of order. The legislative appropriation bill was then
taken up.
Dalzell't Views.
"There were," said Dalzell, "but
three ways to dispose of the bill. One
was to send It to committee; another,
to ask unanimous consent and send it
to conference. This, was impossible."
The third method, as adopted, f proposed sending the (pill to conference,
where there could.' be Just oi'ltlciBm
In
and an orderly course pursued.
opposition, .Williauis pointed' out that
Ahfc
special rule was
the vote to adopt
to vote against concurrence In the
senate amendments.
Ordinary, under the rules of the house, a motion
to concur would bo In order. "The
usual course o' procedure, this rooming, ought to be reversed," he 'continued. "We ought to have had the
first reading and approval of the
Journal; then the moving of the previous question on this rule, and then
an invocation by the chaplain for the
mercy of God upon this republican
house." (Applause.)
"In my opinion thpy will need It
before they get through monkeying
with this proposition," he added. He
said that if it was the purpose to put
up a bluff now and yield to the senate
later, such a procedure was child's

house (Ingworth) to oroak Into hl3
private farallv wit hoilt RnlinrilnfF Iho
alaim, and also that when ho gave hl
uuugnier away, gave her to a good
ATiierican, Instead of a degenerate for
eign prince.
Castigates Party Oraanlzatlon. .
A severe castlgation of party organization WS!I mnitfl tiv TInm,ihroir
of Washington, and Fulkerson of Mis
souri ionowea along the same lines.
Babcock predicted that today's action
of sending the bill to conference was
the last that would be heard of It dur
lng the present session. A defense
of the method was made hv firhuvennr.
after which Bede kept the house In
convulsions. He was aglnst the rule.
DeArmond of Missouri
i
and Dalzell closed .
Republicans With Democrats.
Republicans who voted with the
democrats against ordering the previous nuestlon wereAriumo
ltnl,.
cock, Bannon, Bede, Beidler, Bogoyne,
iirown, uainerneaii, cusnman, Davidson, Esch, French, Fulkerson, Gillette
of California, Goelet, Gronlau, Hayes,
Herman, Howell, Humphrey of Washington, Jones of Washington, Kennedy, JKnowland,
McKinley,
McMorran, Marshall, Mon- Murnlir
dell Mlldd
Nnorlham Tvn- dall. Smith of California, Wachter,'
weiborn, Woodyard, Young.

CASE GOES OVER TO

GOVERNOR BECKHAM

'

-

Benate-amendmen- t

How Received In Senate.
When the statehood bill was received trom the house, Beverldgo,
chairman of the committee on territories, moved that the senate InsUt
upon its amendments and agree- to
the request for a conference. Senator Foraker rawed to amend the motion and provide that the senate Instead of the vice president, appoint
the ronfercesr The adoptiqn of For,
ker's motion would altow the oppo-nent- a
of Joint statehood to name the
conferees. Upon Foraker's suggestion
the whole matter went over until tomorrow.

'

HOUSE OPPOSES THE
SHIP SUBSIDY BILL.
Washlngton, D. C, March 22. The
bouse committee on merchant marine
and fls'aerles will hold a meeting this
afternoon to consider the shipping
bill. It is expected that there will be
considerable opposition to the bill and
Play.
its fate Is considered very doubtful,
Bede Waxes Funny.
partclularly as Speaker Cannon Is opBede of Minnesota made a very posed to tre bill and will give no enhumorous speech In the house on the couragement for Its consideration,
statehood question, lie said he had even If It should be reported. Repsupported the administration In every- resentative Tawney, chairman of tho
thing save the statehood and whip- committee on appropriations, is also
ping post bills. He praised the presi- pronounced In his opposition to the
dent for allowing a member of the bill.

!

s

1

HEARD OF BILL

to Take Appointment
Conferees From Chairman and Let Senate
Name Them Instead.

i

'

MORE BE

cutenets

FRANC3

Indianapjlls, Ind. March 22. The
Joint scale committee of the Joint con
ference of coal operators and miners,
In the central competitive field anJ
the southwest district, again went Into
executive session today to continue
the contest over the wage scale. The
situation before the doors closed on
the two meetings was the same that
confronted the operators and tniners
when the former conference adjourned
on February 2, following their agree
ment. The two sides were apparently
no nearer a settlement.
It is admit
ted by both sides that should there be
an agreement at this time the wage
scale agreed upon will bo In force
for cne ytar only.

St. Petersburg, March 22. The ngl
tailon Bmnni the workmen's organiza
tlons Involves a bold plan on the part
of the Bocial democrats, revolutionists
and other radical elements, to send
delegates, elected secretly, to a meeting to be called at some place In Finland, early In April, at which the ulti
mate nlan of operation will be decided
upon A- division of sentiment exists
anion e the leaders. .Same favor call
Ing a general strike in the middle of
April, for the purpose of forcing the
lower house of parliament to aemana
the immediate convocation ot tne con
stitutional assembly, on the basis of
universal suffrage, but the more au
dacious aim at setting up a provis
lonal government.
perfectly realize
The authorities
that something big Is In preparation
und Interior Minister Durnovo has
sent circulars to the governors general, instructing them to take "necessary measures' to meet the move
ment.

And because of your

.

i

I

THE NEXT TERM

PASSED THROUGH

CITY

WITH PARTY OF FRIENDS, FOR
Special to The Evening Citizen. 4
i Santa Fe, N. M., March 22. 4 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
ti Daniel A. Macpherson, charged
with criminal libel, waived formal t
uon. w. u. v. llecknam, "the boy
governor and orator of Kentucky," an
4 arraignment and the case goes
4 over to the next term of court In
some papers have styled him, passed
September. He is under $1,(100
through Albuquerque today on the debull. His attorney, A. B. McMilr
layed No. 3 for southern California.
A party of Kentucky capitalists
4 len, and he leave this evening f jr
and
4 political friends accompanied the gov4 Albuqui rque.
'
' 4
4 4 4
ernor, and they, en route to the coast,
will stop off a day or two to take Iu
the Grand Canyon. Governor BeckMcCUTCHEN
ALSO
ham sent a message to Tho citizen
HAS
GIVEN BOND office by H. F. Klrkpatrick, brakeman
on the limited, to the efft'et that tho
biggest, thing to happen In Kentucky
SIGNED BY FOUR ALBUQUERQUE
"
this year will be the
BUSINESS MEN AND SENT TO of all Keiituckinns that have left that
HIM AT SOCORRO.
state, In Eouisville ttie third week in
June. "Tell the ex Kentucklans on
I'nder Sheriff I))t'z yesterday re- The Evening Citizen." said Governor
ceived a telegram from Editor
Llei k h a in
to Mr. Klrkpatrick, "that
saying the Louisville merchants and citizens
from San Martial,
that he would come to Socorro today generally have subscribed several hunto meet the sheriff iind receive ser- dred thousands of dollars to entertain
vice of process. Mr. Ixipez therefore the ix Keiituckians, and that preparaleft last night for Socorro. Hut in tions are being made to show courthe meantime a bond for Mr.
u
tesies to at least 3ii0,0ii0. Every
In the amount of $l,On0, bad
wh left the state since hU
been
made by W. S. Hopewell. birth, uiiil whose name la known
Ernest Meyers and .Messrs. Frank to ti'e Invitation committee, has been
and Thomas lliibbcll.
sent one of the handsome souvenir
This bund was legally acknowl- programs
edged by the makers, and of course. to attend." and they are all expoctej
Mr. I.opez bad not
the least hesitancy in u''n itin it. Whether .dr. MISSOURI VALLEY DOCTORS
McCiitcdt ii will return to San MarIN SESSION AT ST JOSEPH.
tial to attend the nifeting f cattle
St. Joseph, Mo.,
March 22. Tho
and horse men there, which he ha
gone down t) attend, or whether ne
meeting of the Missouri
w ill V'i w it It Mr. lxipez to Santa Fe, valley
Medical association opened In
the rooms of the Commercial Club toThe Citizen has not learned.
day. Many prominent physicians from
CIRCUS SEASON TO
all parts of the Missouri valley are
OPEN IN NEW YORK. in attendance, and u highly interest- Louisville, Ky., March 22 Mr. Von Ing meeting is expected. Among the
Oitdeii Vogt, general secretary of the prominent physicians who will deliv1 nited Society of the Christian
Enor rial papers liel'.iru
er iiildreim-deavor of Boston, Mass., and the Itev. tho meeting are Drs. X. S. Davis, Jr.,
F. M. Tinder, prer. ien! of the Ken- IE. E. McArthur and Kenton H. Turck
tucky Christian Endeavor I'nlon of of Chicago; Dr. S. (irover Uurnett,
Ky., will be the principal .Kansas City: Dr. C. II. Mayo. Koches.
speakers at two public rallies which iter. Minn.: Dr. C. O. Ttiieiihaus, MiDr. D. C. Core, Marshall,
wi'l lie held this atteitioon and this lwaukee;
Mo., president of the Missouri State
evening at the First Englifh tlnp-cliBroadway m .r Jackson street. They Medical society; Dr. Prince E Sawwill spea', on the general work of the yer, Sluux City, la.; Dr. William Jep-so- n,
young pc. "tie's societies.
president of the Iowa State Medical society; Dr. Charles E. Dowers,
St. Louis Wcol..
president of lhe Kunsas State MedSi. bonis, Mo., March
22. Wool ici Hocieiv. and Dr. Daniel Morton of
market steady and unchanged.
S;. Joii..ph.

t

"home-coming-

,

Ken-tiukia-

I

semi-annu-

j

l

.

--

j

dent. Mrs' tilery; recording soore-Ill- L
1nry. Miss .limmie I'llery; correspond- Ing secretary, Mrs. K. K. Scott; treas- nWltkel Dslljf Sit Weekly wj
urer. Mrs. .1. A. Korpimm. Tho next
'mooting will he hold with the prosl- Pnhli-hiftfl-o- n
f.nmniiriV
n.
...-- v.
r
,lon,
t , he homo of F. Divers, on
Saturday in April, at 3 p. m.,
tho
first
FMtofflM for trmnaralMlmi tbrach the
nt. which a prtmratn will bo rendered.
uila m can- - elan

TUP
Tli
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E. OSCAR HART SAYS
"SCOTTV" WAS CONSPIRING
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Urine- -.

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
Twm Evtmmo Crnntw will b
p
th low rmt. of 20
Hr

fiU

d.Hrrr

1

In

thr

wook. or for 60

ali ixr month, whm -i monthly.
Idurtl.tofl Rites Made Known on Application
p-

faror by notifying us
of th pr.

Bakacrlhor will wnfor
y
irdiattly on ny
nd romitunroo ahould bo ddrmui to
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Crriw IHmikhino Cokpant. Urmftn.
prM (nonor
Wmka. postofflro end
to tor ardor of thr
Mot b nado p--rbl
pany.
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Colorado
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mueTtHepro-mote-
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at santa fe
Santa Fe Central
and Is Trying to Pqrchase

Inspects

the Property.
GREAT

HAS

COUNTRY

FUTURE

NEW YORKER PASSES THROUGH;
EL PASO ON HIS WAY
DEATH'
IN
GOLD
EAST-DECL-

UAI

I

C

V IQ

ARES

RC1I STUFF,

Ncrvounly, well nigh a wreck, from
the unaccustomed hardships of a
wagon
Journey through tho
Death Valley, E. Oscar Hart, a New
Yorker, who counts nls fortune to
the seventh or eighth figure, and do- clares he has more fortunes to come.
passed through El Pnso this after
noon on the Golden State limited, has- ening toward New York, says the
Herald.
Hart Is tho man who worked out
ho theory
that the "ambush" of
Scotty's" caravan In Death Valley
was a publicity project, evolved ty
Walter Scott himself.
'Steps are being taken to appre
hend Scott at once," said Mr. Hart,
at the Union station this afternoon.
'He Is In Portland at present. His
brother, Warner Scott, is In serious
condition a the results of shots fired
from ambush, and fired, I am confident, at Scotty's Instigation.
"Death Valley Is free from lawless
ness. There is not the slightest danger In traveling through the district."
Mr. Hart spent an extremely bad
night, with nervousness and palpitation of the heart.
In response to a message, Dr. Wal
ter Vilas was at the station when ..ue
limited arrived, and gave Mr. Hart
such, medical attention as he required.
Hart Is every Inch an easterner, a
man of affairs, and a good deal of a
tenderfoot.
Such roughing as fell to his lot on
his
Jaunt through Death Val
ley
left Us marks on him. His
usually rather pale skin was tanned
and blistered, and his nervous system was totally disordered.
"But I ve got the stuff out there,"
said Mr. Hart, who has Just bought
some valuable property In Death Val-

Is now
ll

open with a new and

Here you'll find
what you've been

complete line of

for.

looking

One cent per word,
MINIMUM

CHARGE,

In- -

Make your wants
known trtrougn
these column,

15c.

4--

Capital and Surplus

700-mll- e

DRUGS,

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them
Money Co Loan
Typewriting and

MEDICINES,

SUNDRIES,

The On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 2 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED Position as housekeeper
31S West Railroad Aie.
for gentleman by German woman.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
City or ranch. Address Emma Wels
Open Evenings.
Albuquerque.
WANTED Energetic man to travel
FINE RANCH
for A 1 life Insurance company; libOne mile from Postofflce.
eral offer will be made to right
,
man. Address, P. O. Box,
Santa Fe, N. M.
14 ACRES
ALFALFA
MALE HELP WANTED.
LARGE ORCHARD
HOUSE
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
rate.
tions guaranteed;
house on North
Also
Moler System College, Los Angeles, Fifth street, three blocks from RailCal.
road avenue. This must go.
WANTED Men in eacn state to
travel, post signs, advertise and
PORTERFIELD CO.,
leave samples of our goods. Salary
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
Notarial
work and conveyancing.
graphic work.

And

Is

prepared to

fill prescrlp--

tions promptly and accurately.
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Before taking the drug and
lapsing into unconsciousness, Mrs.
Judd wrote a letter explaining the
cause of her action and enclosed with
It an affectionate letter from G. B.
llanna of the Bell ranch, who wrote
that, he had sold his stock and was
coming to Denver to join her.
Ing.
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U nsurpassed

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W,
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo- - '
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

LUNA,

President; W.

five-roo-

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

8 A NT A FE

RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

co

o

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. HA YN OLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
.........
FRANK McKJCQ
,
R. A. FROST
.
H. F. RAYNOLDS

c

3 3

2m

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

.......
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U. 8. DEPOSITORY.
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With Ample Means and

X-2-

FUNDS
AND SKIPS

Miss Blackall.

Alvarmio.
woman
WANTED
At mice, a good
conk.
Address, M. Kutz, Commer
cial hotel, Helen, N. M.
WAiVm!) T'ositTon as governess, in
Experienced.
or out of the city.
Address, C. T., this office.
WANTED
Cur load or good, gentle,
native ponies. See F. E. I.uck-slnge- r,
at T. J. Shmick's black-smlt- h
shop, Copper avenue.

6

4--

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

steno-

WANTED

ETC., ETC.

$100,000
ii

WANTED.

PREPARATICNS,

TOILET

A. W. KELLEHER, OF LAS VEGAS,
FUNDS
AND LEAVES
TAKES
represent
here
am
"It la true that
WITH A WAITRESS.
Interests,
ing the Tallmadge and other
looklne over the Santa Fe central
Arthur W. Kelleher, "the man who
FOR RENT,
railway with a view to purchasing
sells the earth and Insures tho build tUH KfciiN 1 Furnished rooms
the line it negotiations now under ley.
ings thereon," has flown the coop,
wav are broueht to a successful con
private family. .611 South
"What Is It?" Dr. Vilas asked. without even bidding his former
cluBion.
In that event we will bring "Borax?"
street.
In
spite
fact
friends
of
the
farewell.
eastern
to
the
100,000 new settlers
replied. "It's gold, that the majority of them were very FOR RENT An elegant room "wTTh
"Borax,
no!"
he
year,
next
nart of New Mexico n the
pure gold. There's a world of It and anxious to see him before he Ielt, says
board; private family. 112 North
This statement was made yesterday It's pure stuff.
street.
Walter
prospects
Optic.
Vegas
The
or
the
Las
Chi
Tallmadge
moraine bv C. L.
Two nicely furnished
RENT
FOR
against
will
return
are
Arthur
Palace
that
the
guest
at
cago, who was a
rooms for light housekeeping. 413
his wishes and In the custody of an
hotel. Santa Fe, having arriveu irom BIG COKE CAMP
West Silver avenue.
officer of the law
Koswell, via the automobile route to
NT
or
AT DAWSON, N. M,
Rooms-fKelleher came here from his home FOR-REhotisekeep- Torrance, and thence to that city over
accept
16,
buying,
In
August
Mo.,
and
large
ing;
airy;
Joe,
St.
well ventilated;
and
the railroad he contemplates
ed a position as day clerk at the Cas- well furnished; rent reasonable. B24
Mr. Tallmadge visited the local of- BY
PHELPS-ROATHE TIME THE
He had formerly been
hotel.
taneda
West
Railroad avenue.
fices of the Santa Fe Central RailDODGE
REACHES THE In the real estate business, and nt
way com nan v. and talked with busi
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath
64S OVENS WILL BE IN
TOWN,
the
in
interested
the end of two months he entered the
ness men and others
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
OPERATION.
development of this part of New Mex
employment of George H. Hunker,
Gunsul.
via
he
left
Yesterday
afternoon,
collecting and soliciting Insurance,
ico.
A correspondent at Dawson, writing
FOR SALE.
the Santa Fe Central railway for tae under
and also looking after some transac20, says:
March
of
date
inspect
will
he
In real estate.
SALE Good surrey ;"a bargain;
tions
Estancia valley, which
During the past year there has been
thoroughly. As a proof of Mr. Tall- 405 South Edith street.
He also kept the books of the Ros
madge's belief In the future of the growing in New Mexico a coke camp, enthal furniture store during odd FOR SALE Oue saddle mare, cheap.
bousted
one
will
the
is
which
be
of
it
he
that
Territory,"
said
he
"Sunshine
and had access to the cash
J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
when completed, hours
had established permanent headquar finest in the westgreat
drawer. Shortly after he began worlt
street.
which
work
for
and
deal
of
a
re
to
expected
ters at Roswell and
on the books they ceased to balance FOR SALE One Jersey heifer, cheap
forty-Six
has
done.
been
hundred
and
southwest.
main in tho
find the cash receipts fell off alarm
Inquire Mrs. J. Monahan, Ruby
cf the latest Improved oveu3 ingly.
I like to live it New Mexico," he
The leak could not be discovhouse.
will
but
save
not
only
cake,
earth."
that
on
the
ago, wnen Kelle
said, "it's the finest climate
gaa and tar besides, are nearly ered until five weeks
power of FOR SALE All lots in Coronada
deprived
of
was
the
Road Will Be Completed to Roswell the
her
completed
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
ten openings liave al- handling any of the cash. From that
Contlnuine. with reference to the ready beenand
Broadway.
made for the finest coal time on there was no trouble with the
said:
Central,
he
Fe
Santa
vein in New Mexico, which It Is claim books. The proprietor was sorry for FOR SALE Furniture of six rooms.
"We want this line, and let me say
cannot be excelled in quantity and the loy and did not publish his dls
South Second street, over Farr's
right here, that whether or not we ed
meat market.
him
give
a
thinking
chance
honesty,
to
secure it. the line is going to ne nu quality.
" While the camp has been under
lHhed lust as soon as possible to Al course
to reform. There Is no way to ascer SELL, RENT OR TRADE l,isi your
construction a railroad is tain the amount of money taken from
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
buquerque, the coal fields and thence steadily ofbuilding
It,
when
toward
and
South Broadway.
but it will probably amount to
till,
the
to Roswell, as sure as the sun rises the ovens are completed
and the mines alout $100.
SALE Horse and rubber tire
FOR
anil sets. It's a straight business are working full
bo
blast, there will
buggy; animal perfectly city broke.
Drooostion and some one will take It facilities for handling
Kelleher collected a considerable
output.
the
Will Ments, 415 South Edith street.
of money, over $50, for Mr.
ud. I know that to le a fact. If we
Already over 400 houses are occu- amount
are successful In getting the purchase pied
on insurance payments, etc., FOR SALE A drug store in good lit
Hunker,
by
their wives and which he took with him when he left,
of the line, we will begin construction families, miners100and
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpad
more houses are in considerably
and
work at once. We Tallmadges, and course
tangling up the affairs
den, 300 South Broadway
of construction. Not less than he had in charge.
the interests we represent, have been 200 tents
good bus!
FORSALE ORfRXDE-of
interested in immigration work In awaiting are occupied with families
He also borrowed large amounts
ness for city property. T. L, Mc
Into.
houses
Tvo
move
to
particu
country,
of
Darts
the
$u0
other
money from his friends, securing
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
We large company stores are doing as big from one man alone, which he gam
larly the Panhandle of Texas.
FOR
SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
have had considerable experience in a business as any In the camps of bled away.
power gasoline en
Morse
such undertakings and I fell sure that Colorado, it is claimed, wnile there
Lios
for
purchased
Kelleher
a
ticket
glne, suitable for small pumping
if we take hold of this line, we will are two washers and two tipples Angeles and left Sunday evening on
plant.
Enquire J. W. McQuade.
settle up New Mexico In short order, Contrary to the usual custom of open No. 7. As soon as Mr. Hunker 'learn
FOR
Small stock merchandise
SALE
We want the line for that purpose as ing new camps there are but two
of his departure he telegraphed his
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300
and both of them are closed on ed
well as a business nronostion after
points
ahead
description
to
various
South Broadway.
wards. Of course I have confined Sunday and the claim Is made that
he has received word that the p
myself to looking over conditions In there is no rear door selling either and
on SALE A hauusome Haruman
a
Angeles
arrested
have
lice
in
l.os
piano, In flue condition and almost
the southern part of this territory. In
young man who exactly answers the
For particu
tiew, at a bargain.
the past, and that is one reason why SPALDING BASE BALL
poAngeles
If
requirements.
lxis
the
lars, call at this office.
I am in the Capital City today. I
to
right
returned
will
be
lice
he
are
GUIDE
FOR 1906
wish to learn more ofthe topography
$25,000 rancn at a bar- this city and prosecuted to the full ex- FUR SALE
ot this section. I have only seen
gain; will take small property in
are
charges
law.
If
the
tent
of
the
a portion of the Estancia valley, but Spalding's Official Base Ball Guide proven he will probably receive a term exchange. Write, wire, phone or
I am greatly pleased with it I contalk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
the season of 1906 Is out. It marks in the penitentiary.
sider It one of the best farming dis- for
Smith Hroadway.
Miss Agatha Prless, a young waitthirtieth year of its publication
tricts In the southwest, if properly de- the
FOR
For
sAuK- - OR EXCHANGE
who
editorship
Henry
cafe,
New
Chad
Optic
under
ress
of
the
at the
veloped. When I return from my visit
ciTv or ranch property, a new furn
"the father of base ball," and is
from Chicago on February 10,
there today, I will be able to talk to wick,
ishoii rooming house. Best location
more advantage about It. However, undoubtedly the largest and most was shown a great deal of attention
in the city. Address F. J., this of
annual of the game that has hv tho Insurance solicitor and left
from what I hear, the only thing It complete
flee.
lacks Is artesian water. I think this ever been published.on The contents with him on the same train for the
include a chapter
the rise and west. It Is the general opinion that FOR SALE A good general merchan
deficiency can be overcome by arti- progress
of professional base ball and they had arranged to leave together.
dise and grocery business, with meat
ficial means, in fact I am sure of it.
comment by the editor on
market Included, and buildings for
Kelleher was a good looking young
At any rate that is what I want to current
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
learn on this trip. If I cun. I am In- many topics. A chapter that will be follow and a sporty dresser and fooled
North Broadway.
Interest to every follower of the a groat many. Business men of both
formed the water supply is unlimited. of
Certainly, if such Is the case, tho val- games is the reference guide of pro- town and city were stuck for quite FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar
fessional base ball since its institu
red Plymouth Rock eggs, for hatch
amounts by the young man.
ley can be made very productive.
tion, compiled by Edward Chadwick, lare
ing; 75 cents p r Betting. Ed. Mc
To Settle Estancia Valley.
which comprises a record of thirty GOOD QUALITY OF TUR
(luire, Albuquer pie, N. M.
"If our Interests take hold of the and
odd years, beginning
the foams
,
QUOISE FOUND IN ARIZONA. FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
Santa Fe Central, the Estancia valley of 1870, including the with
names of play
Turnuoisn is found In Arizona, New
shotgun; bran new
reled,
will be filled from one end to the ers, members of
year,
of
of
that
the
clubs
some
never has been used; one of th
other, inside of a year, with a good tue loci, id of the first professional Mexico and Colorado, and in It occurs
the other mountain states.
class of hard working, Industrious association from
lot makes. Call at The Citizen of
1371 to 1S75, inclu-'W- '; in hreeoiated trachvte. in veinlets or
lice for particulars.
farmers. From what I have soon of
lea- - irretrnl.ir
advent
the
of
Chemically,
the
the
National
masses.
this part of New Mexico, I am great iy gee, witn the record of each club trom
For SALE Tho oldest and best es
pleased with it. and think that it will 1S7C ro date; the records of the old stone is hvdrous nhosphate of alumto
laUished candy kitchen and Ice
due
is
ula. The delicate blue color
how groat development in tho near AtiKiiean
iiv cream parlc In Albuquerque
short- - tho presence of a small amount of
association
and
the
future."
Cal; at 211 South
Second stjeet,
green.
lived
players'
I'nion
association
and
copper.
Some varities are
Mr. Tallmadge said he would not league,
a n. investigate.
of
Amerirecord
and
the
the
talk with regard to the price offered can league bineo its organization, the These are not of any value.
FDR SALE OK IKAwiv 2 rooming
for tho Santa Fe Central. He said whole forming a chapter that would A DEMING PRESBYTERIAN
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
ho did not know how the report orig- ordinarily take months of research to
Broadway.
PASTOR RESIGNS CHARGE
inated in Pittsburg that he was con- compile.
Rev Tneodnro llonliillg. pastor of FOR SALE OR TRADE
Are you innected with the Goulds in an attempt
church of
the Klrst Preshvtorian
I have Borne
In mines?
terested
to buy the road. Neither would he
Torture by Savages.
Doming, has tendered his resignation
said t0 be good deals. Talk with
name those who wore with him in the
"Speaking of the torture to which which linn hoon accented bv the coll- me T. L- - McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-w- v.
deal.
some of the savase tribes In the Phil- urci:;it ion.
"I understand," he said, "that thore ippines sifbject their captives, reminds
Mr. lloniilni? will co to California FOR SALE
We will sell the oxohi-siv- i
aro several bidders for the line. We me of the intense suffering I endured about
the ilrst of April on uceount-oright to manufacture and sell
are only one. Which one will bo suc- for three months from Inflammation the poor
health of his wife.
our household garbage burner, In
cessful, in the long run, I am not able of
kidneys," says W. M. Sherthe territory of New Mexico, to the
to say. However, there is no doubt man the
has
airship company
Me. "Nothing helped
Cushlng,
"Plunger's
of
but that the road will either change me until I tried Electric Hitters, ihree g'ltio up."
ri!u parlies. For price, informa-tinihands or else sufficient capital will be bottles of which completely cured me."
and description of device, ap"What was the trouble?"
ply
put Into its treasury to complete the Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blix d
Domestic Garbage Burner
"Airships
wouldn't."
tracks, thus making it a good
t'i Kalama.i'o, Mich.
disorders and malaria; and restores
QUSINESS EXCHANGE.
he weak and nervous to robust health'!
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Enough Land in New Mexico.
by all druggists.
Price
TO EXCHANGE- - have som'e"ranche
"I suppose you are Interested in fliiaraiiteecl
&0c.
to
for city property. T. L.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDEIv
statehood of some kind?" was asked
300 South Broadway.
Mr. Tallmadge.
A HOUSEKFEPER
A. L. Morgan.
McSpadden The exchange man.
"Yes,
am," be said, "although
SUICIDC.
ATTEMPTS
S'Y him for business exchanges.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACpay mighty little attention to politics.
Mis. Grace llarkor Judd, whs wa TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
Smith Broadway.
1 think we have enough land hern to
for eighteen months housekeeper at cheerfully furnished; Job work sollc-i:ei:tTiXNT5E I have property lb
it
wake a grout big prosperous state tho Hell ranch, San Miguel county, at
at
shop
Automatic phone, 724;
Missouri, Kansas
!.;,
Iowa,
without the addition of any more ter- tempted uioiilo in Denver by s al- '.Ml
North Second street, Albuquer
'"' ado and Arizona to trade for
ritory, don't you?"
lowing u quantity of laudanum. The que, N. M.
VVi.pierque property. Talk witn
umiian's pn ilieaniem was discover il
ARCHITECTS.
DAUGHTERS OF CONFEDERACY
T. L. McSpadden, 3u0 South
ing
VNal
in
O.
woman
time
life.
save
to
her
The
F. W. Spencer and V.
Hi
Hvay.
ELECT OFFICERS.
buMding
ipresis
a
i,f
Harkor,
Dr. Joseph
ford, rooms 46 47. IJarnett
The 1 laughters of the Confederacy,
A C ASTRONOMICAL
TREAT WILL
cnl AlhiKiuerque. N. M. jjoth 'phon.-sr Koswell, met Friday afternoon, at ident of the Illinois Woman's
BE Sf KVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
daugh111.,
lege
at
Jacksonville,
and
4:15, at the high school, and organ-lie- d
NOTARY PUBLIC.
MERCHANTS'
ELEPHANT
LUNCH
by elect ing the following ottloers ter of highly connected English par
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TO 2:30.
President, Miss ents. The attempted suicide was tho
Thos. K. D. Maddiion,
for the first year:
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Mary (Ireenloe; first vice president, result of being deserted by a man Office with W. B. Guilders,
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. . Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
avenue.
No. 30S Railroad
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
6--

J.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

......

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

6anta Fe Railway Company

O.

Black
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"OLD RBLIABLE"

.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
1

I

ALBUyUEKUE, N. M.

KAILI DAD AVENUE

oo
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00

040

Printing

32 F street
D. C. Pensions,

patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
H. W. U. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
lands,

T

h e CITIZEN JOB Room

.

004X4I O

Litter Heada
Envalopm

Not

Hmmda

Programs
Invitations
Cataloguaa
Blank Books
Rseolpt Books
In
w

other words

turn out
every
thing a
how to do

....

Office Crcm

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

O-

LAND MATTERS.
H. W. S. Otero,

United States Court Commissioner,
West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office

-

Books aud
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
ited, statements prepared, Improved
systems installed. Twenty years'
guaranSatisfaction
experience.
teed. George H. Browne, 110 South
Second street. Albuquerque, N. M.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York city. The latest
scientific appliance and up to date
methods fo- - treating the hair, face

and scalp. Complexion steaming and
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
water
automatic
Electrolytic
Ing.
avenue.
massage, 613 West Gold
Auto phone 279.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell,
Room 23, N. T. Armijo BuildlDg.
I

o

?
0
0

C4C0404040 000C0000040
wT

703

ACCOUNTANT.

f

printer knows

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

O SOIpOO

Correct
Com me r oial

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ESTABLISHED 1871

L. B.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

N. W., Washington,

B.

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

Physicians and Surgeons,

A. BORDERS,

$100,000 00
17,000. 00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
N. MARRON, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

Office over Hickox & Maynard's Jew-

City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.
and white hearse, $5.
LAWYERS.

$250,000.00

Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits.

D. NUSBAUM,

elry Store. Second street.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115

&

$500,0000

i

of Albuquerque, New Mexico

Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313 V6 West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
p. n
DRS. W. H. &

'

ocxocoooooooooooc
! The State National Bank

DR. R. L. MUST,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High- Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
micide. Treatments given eacn aay
from 8 a. in. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,

'

'

FOX

PRESCRIPTIONS

73.
RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

.1.

NEXT

RUPPE

TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

203 W. Ratfroad Are,

C. BALDRIDG--

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Alwayi
PAINT
BUILDING
PAPER
Covers more, looka best, wears
Csmest,
tlmetocllongest. niot ecouomlcal, full
measure.
pBntl Glass. f?ah Doers, ete.
FIRST PTREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

plt"-

0- -

SUBSCRIBE
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came ovor from Toniona, Cnl., to havp
the remains transft'rrril ty Iloilly of
Funeral serTucson to the train.
vices were held at Pomona, and Inter
wns
shipped to Portland,
the body
Me., for burial. Dr. Dolley purcliaseil
many
the Relil rlaee,
thousand arros,
near Ca?a Grande, aliout five years
Improved
DeIt.
bro, and further
ceased was an excellent man, aud ens.
joyed the acquaintance of many
He was about 54 years of
ase.

MOST POPULAR MAN
IN INDIA A
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The discovery was made along a
feldspar dyke that traverses the counIn a northerly and southerly direction, by Mr. Marlow, while riding
after stock. A shaft started on the
deposit, and now down to a depth of
eight feet, shows the vein to be seven
feet in thickness, with every indicapermanency.
tion of
Specimens
brought to this city show the mineral
... - .
v
transparent,
to
thin,
be
elastic and
i
and perfectly free from stain of every
kind. He Is making arrangements to
commence sinking a shaft on the dyke
near where the discovery was made,
and will continue its development to
considerable depth, with a view of
determining its extent and. value.
Mica is used for many purposes,
among which may be mentioned doors
for stoves and furnaces, 'material In
the manufacure of electrical ap
paratus a coating for the spangling
TODAY,
SHEItUICK AS HE LOOKS
AGED. AND AS HE LOOKED FIVE
of wall papers and fabrics, while the
YEARS AGO.
(
refuse is turned into mica axle grease,
Indianapolis, Ind., March 22. The diet of guilty, and now. unless a new- which finds a ready market.
most popular man. In Indiana will trial Is granted, Sherrick must serve
The largest mica mines In the
soon be wearing the garb of a convict, from two to twenty-on- e
years in the United States are in South Carolina,
In the state penitentiary.
David E. penitentiary. Sherrick held that It had but extensive deposits of the mineral
Sherrick, former auditor of state, is been the custom of state auditors to are being worked in New Mexico, Ne
vada, and in the Black Hills, South
now In the custody of the sherifT, invest state funds,
pending his removal to the peniten-- ;
Sherrick is 45 years old. When he Dakota. Ledges of It have leen found
'ary.
entered politics five years ago he was in this county in various places from
In 1904 Sherrick received a plur- - a vigorous man. Today he Is broken time to time, but have never been de
veloped to any extent. The Marlow
ality of 94,000, several hundred larger In health and dpirit.
find is pronounced by miners familiar
than given Roosevelt for president,'with the mineral and its uses to be of
KILLS CATARRHAL GERMS.
and 10,000 larger than ihe plurality
srperior quality and among the lest
Siven J. Frank Hanly for governor. '
It was the largest plurality ever given. Breathe Hyomei a Few Time Dally' ever seen here.
a candidate for state office in Indiana.
and Be Cured Goes Right to the
Doctors Are Puzzled.
Spot.
Everywhere In Indiana Sherrick
recovery of Kenneth
The
remarkable
was known as "Dave." Hewasagoo.il
Me., is the sub
Vanceboro,
of
1,1
Mclver
eating:
troubles,
the
catarrhal
lellow in every sense of the word. He'
necessary )s to km an ject of much Interest to the medica'.
had a way of winning friends and flrst h inSgerms
catarrhal
that may be present fraternity and a wide circle of friends
.keeping them
llngs, thus He says of his cabe: "Owing to severe
The downfall of Sherrick is the re-- J.n
n?se' throat
tlle s'8tem frm tae poison inflammation of the throat and con
suit of politics. When he first sought ' r"1?
gestion of the lungs, three doctors
they produce.
office he was a prosperous lawyer and
stomach dosing cannot, kill these gave me up to die, when, as a last reInsurance agent at Noblesvllle. The
direct local treatment is sort, I was Induced to try Dr. King's
i,rm,tnti
t
mtt absolutelyA necessary,
and I am happy to say,
and for i ma New Discovery
him nearly as much as two years' purpose
It saved my life." Cures the worst
nothing equals Hyomei.
salary $13,000. $6,500 being the anBreathed through the neat pocket coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonsill
nual salary. He went into office a ptor
inhaler that comes with every outfit tls, weak lungs, hoarseness and la
man.
Hyomei reaches every
of nose, grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores
In 1904 Sherrick assisted in the throat nnH lnnirR clvintrtissue
immoritnto r- - 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
..,.,..,,,, v. u. .
"
6"
lief, and effecting a permanent cure
GOOD ORE FROM THE
uauu
i
in the worst, cases or catarrti.
'ie
up
delegates in the republican
lining
MAUD M. CLAIM.
The oompiete outfit consists of an
stat convention Hanly was elected. jnhaler, medicine dropper and one Assays from ore samples taken from
1900,
Hanly
In September
Governor
in
one
of Hycniol costs onl fl. the Maud M., a mining property
learned that Sherrick had loaned and Extra 1)0ttIes ca,n b obtained
for the Santa Fe mining district, located
money
invested $120,000 of the state's
fifty cents
H Q'Rielly & Co give in the Box canon of the Tesuque river
,. about five miles northeast of Santa
.v,
and was unable to make his quarterly
cl,91.nntPD
vor
settlement with the state Governor m that tne treatment will cost
Fe, show that the ore in that claim
demanded Sherrick s immed-- . jng unesg jt cures.
is valuable. The assays were made
late resignation, which was given
by Corbett
&
Collins, mining enAt the same time Governor Hanly DR. DOLLEY FOUND
gineers and assayers of that city, and
paid his note for $750, which money
23.1
DEAD IN BED. gave tho following results:
had been taken from the state's
Dr. F. C. Dolley was found dead in ounces of gold to the ton, valued at
funds.
bed at his home near Casa Grande, $440. The rock is a white quartz and
Sherrick was indicted and his trial last, wpek snva tho Tnrsnn
Thp shows some pepsite and tellurium. The
set for March 5. Before he was placed dlscoverv was made hv J. Ernest ore vein so far as developed shows
on trial his friends, headed by former Walker, who, with others, were at a four-foo- t
body, bearing gold. D. C.
Governor W. T. Durbin, bad paid off the Casa Grande to meet the doctor, Allard has charge of the working for
every cent of Sherrick's indebtedness relative to taking an option price Mr. Craycraft, the owner, and has a
to the state. This fact failed to im- $45,000 on the Improved land held by small force of miners at work doing
press the jury, which returned a ver- - the doctor. The family of deceased developing.

Scalds

Sloan

Denver, Colo., March 21. Tucked
away in an obscure little town in
Colorado Canon City until this week
practically unknown and unheard of
excepting among a very few friends,
MIbs Ula Proctor has suddenly at
tracted the attention of the best mu
sicians In the s ate and ber fame Is
fast spreading througout the west. All
this because she can whistle as no
ne else has even whistled within the
knowledge of experts.
Only a few days ago, before n se
lect audience of masters of music and
technique, she whistled some of the
most stubborn passages in the opera
of "Parsifal"
an exhibition so faul,-Itsthat her auditors were spellbound.
Daily

she re
calls from pro
fessors, whom she readily canvlncesof
her phenomenal whistling. Her range
Is three' full octaves.
Miss" Proctol
has been refused by her motucr 10
enter a theavrlcal career, but tempting offers are still being received,
some of them by telegraph.

',

y

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
March ?, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no
tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891. (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on April 17, 190C, viz., Etnillo Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
in sections 24 and 25, township 7
nort'a, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said triet for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of Per-aliN. M.; Edward K. otero, of Al
buquerque, N. M.; Ferninlo Perea, of
Peralta, N. M., and Maiiul Aldorete,

Known OuALiT 11
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Genuine Syrup of Figs h

'

f .'if r

.

manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., nnd in order
to buy the genuine article and to get its benendal t;.
one has only to note, when purchasing, the full r..r:. of
the Company California Fig Syrup Co. plainly printedf n the
rront of every package. Price, 50c per bottle. One sue only
.t-',
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For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

V.

R. STILES
9

Gen. Pass. Agent

General Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

i Santa Fe Central Railway System 8
SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.'

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,

and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa,
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa,
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. ORIMSHAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A, L. GRIM SHAW,
J. P. LYNO,
Traveling Fit. and Paai. AgL
City Frt. and Pass. AgL
SANTA FE, N. M,
GENERAL OFFICES....

(
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DENVER
&

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una from
Santa Fe to Denver, Puebie and Colo-

5. 1906.

rado Spring, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Donver and Pueblo wrtfi
all lines east and wet Time aa qutatc
and rates aa low aa by other llnea.
'
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On

train. No tiresome
delaya at any station.

all through

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, addrs or apply t

T.

6 N., R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

the township, viz:
Edward F. Otero,

of Albuquerque,
N
M.; Klsto
y Baca, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Placido Salaznr y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any jut.- - in who desires to protest against the allowance of said
proof, or who knows of any substan...SANTA
tial reason under the laws and regulations of the Interior Iiepartment
why sue! proof should not be allowed
will be given an opportunity at the Effective December
time and place to
cross-- i v.nmino
the witnesses of said Eastbouud.
claimant, and to offer evidence in
No. 42C.
Stations.
ri'limi.i: of that submitted by claim-

D.5i.G.SysleRi

i

.

reg-.it:-

X.-v-

lilsc-oml-

i

3:00
4 : 33
7 : 30

am

a in
am

12:51pm

11:00am
3:00 p m
4:02 pm
4:32 p tn
C

: 4

3 p in

8:30 p m
2:11 pin

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12. 1905.)

taatbound.

fTbRANCII...

-

;

din-

For any trip, anywhere, any time

ing cars, chair cars and coaches.
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

Notice Is hereby given that the fol- claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats..
854).
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that said
proof will be made before the U. S
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on April 14, 1906, via:
Pilar
Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 2.ri, T. 7 N
R. 2 E., and in Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 3
E.. lot 2, Sees. 25 and 26, T. 7 N., R.
2 E., iind Tract A in lot 3, in Sec. 35,
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract H, lot 3.
sec.
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 2,

MANTEL R. OTERO.
Afflicted With
Kegister.
"I was ami am ye: a 'Dieted with
J.
M:C. Iiayne,
rheumatism." says
MERCHANT TAILORING
editor of the Herald. A '.ington, Indian Territory, "but. t'.a:i';s to
OVER NO. 209 WEST
UPSTAIRS.
Pain Balm at'i able once
BAMO.
AVENUE,
RAILROAD
more to attend to bust!
.
It is the
BINI, PROPRIETOR
of lininnnts." I: toubled with
rheumatism give Pain !lm a trial
Mv niercnant tailoring mop Is upyou
and
are certain
more than stairs ever No. 2"9 West nailroad averelief it
with the pmti
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
lords. One apiilica'
the hf piihllc. All work guaranteed first
i'uin. For sale by ail
cla.-s- .
uggists.
as I have had fifteen years ex
peri. n'e in the business. Suits made
o order. C'lot'ues cleaned, pressed and
WILLING HELPERS.
4 repa.rei.
The specific I use will not
What's the use i f i helper. If
Ladies' garments
the cloth.
ne isn t willing? v :ugneRS is 4 iniuro
a'so cleaned ant walking skirts made
an ample mantle v.
ti will al- rjjve me a trial.
t.i on!
most cover all th
of Berv- O. UAMBINl.
Ice.
Hut a clas.'
advertise.ment in The Evet.i- ' itizeo Is a
Lively Tussle.
twilling helser tl.a:
i ''my
of the rare, con-'- .
cot only
wl'h tli it.
.! s in appendicitis.
absolutely compel. .' 'tit also U
st ioa: io:..
a willing worker.
rio'is trouble with storn- works all
To avoM a
the time for you.
ho
the best
tal.o IT. King's
ich. liv-,
Tlii-perfectly
aim most economic!
ubllclty In 4
I the world.
without pain or
th'
ulate
'
6
a all drua stores.
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best The only way with two through

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the

trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation

lowins-name- d

'et
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Rock Island System

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 548.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,

Cham-berlalni-

i

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

FRANK McKEE. Mayor.

i

l

-- a

e

HARVEY MEALS

ROADBED

El Paso & Southwestern System

above-mentione- d

tff-.sif-

i'iC

.

cross-examin-

-

mm vm.

Peral-aN. M.
Any person who

Seat In ehalr car

Slight extra charge for berth.
free.

Communication Made Easy

Notice is hereby given that an
tlectlon will be held In the City of
Albuquerque.' New Mexico, on Tuesday, April 3rd, 1906,
between the
hours of 9 o'clock a- - ni. and 6 o'clock
p. m., of saftl day, at the following
voting places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will le submitted to the
qualified electors of said city, who
are tne owners of real or personal
property, subject to, taxation, within
the said City of Albuquerque, New

March

A COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

$25.00 FOR

DUSTLESS

NOTICE

to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or whu knows of any s'l'i tantial reason under the laws' an-regulations
"f Hie interior departm. i: why such
proof should not be all ed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned lime and !!;
to
ttie witnesses ni said claimant, and to offer evbV:v in rebuttal
of that submitted hv 11 mant.
MANL'i:!. !i. OTERO.
Register. ant

I

'

at Albuquerque
for tourist
sleeper booklet

NOTICE

E LAXATIVE of

ST,---

Notice is hereby given that an election will be held in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
said day, at the following polling
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At offlco of Chas.
Cbadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Foii'th Ward Near corner of Copper nvenue and Third Btreet.
At which election the question of
authorizing the issuance of Three
Hundred Thousand ($300,000) Dollars
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, to purchase and extend
tbo vnter works now owned by the
Water Supply company of said city,
will be submitted to the qualified
electors of said city, who are the
owners of real or personal property,
(subject to taxation, within the City
of Albuquerque.
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.

Always Keeps Chamberlain'
Cough
Remedy In Hit House.
"We would noi do without Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It is kept on
hand continually in our home," says
W. W. Kearney, editor of the Independent, Lowry City, Mo. That is
Just what every family should do.
When kept at hand ready for instant
use, a cold may be checked at the outset and cured in much less time thaD
after it has become settled in the
system. This remedy is also without
a peer for croup in children, and will
prevent tho attack when given as soon
as the child becomes hoarse, or evtm
after the croupy cough appears. Which Mexico.
can only be done when the remedy Is
kept at hand. For sale by all

j

4W

Ask Santa Fe Agent

NOTICE

tn;

fort for economy when you
go in a Santa Fe Tourist
Pullman,

ALL THE WAY

tenn.

1

There are two classes ot remedies: those of known quality and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
gently, in harmony with nature, when nature needs assistance; and another class, composed of preparations of
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting temporarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
functions unnecessarily. One of the most exceptional of
the remediesof known quality andexcellence is the ever
pleasant Syrup of FUis, manufactured by the California
Fig Syrup Co., which represents the active principles of
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant syrup,
in uhi.'h th whnlesnmp f.alifnrnhin Miipfirr.; nrf
f Kirnn.
&
tribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
V;.''
iV' of all remedies to su?eten and refreshandcleanse the
gently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constipation and the many i'.ls resultingtherefrom. Us activeprinci-ple- s
and quality are known to physicians generally, and the
remedy has therefore met with their approval, as u til as with
the favor of many millions of well informed persons w ho know
of their own personal knowledge and from actual experience
Si.'fjfi: iSif, , 4fl.it- iiiaiitisa mostexceiient laxative remedy. ve aonot cu::n mat
4 in il wi!1 cure a" manner of ills, but recommend it for what it reaily
t RU represents, a laxative remedy of known quality and excellence,
containing nothing of an objectionable or injurious character.
l nere are two classes of purchasers: those v. ho are informed
as to the quality of what thev buv and the reasonsfor the excellence
of articles of exceptional merit, and who do not lack courage to go
elsewhere when a dealer offers an imitation of any well known
article; but, unfortunately, there are some people who do not know,
and who allow themselves to be imposed upon. They cannot expect
its beneficial effects if they do not get the genuine remedy.
lo the credit of the druggists of the United States be it aij
that nearly all of them value their reputation fur profesi-iona. :j w i
integrity ana tne good will of their customers too highly to ofter
imitations or tne

You do not sacrifice com

One Member of the Board of Education from the Third Ward For
terr.i of four years;
One Member of the Board of Education from the Fourth Ward For a
tern of four years;
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.

j

noth-Hanl-

CALIFORNIA

I

-

H,

j

years;

.

j

Economy Way

hereby clven that an elec

One City Clerk For a term of two
years ;
One City Treasurer For a torm of
Dostonn&ssU.S.A.
two years.
Two Members of the Citv Council
from the First Ward One for a term
of four years and one for a terra of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member of the City Council
from the Second Ward For a term
of four years;
One Member of the City Council
from the Third ward For a term of
SHE CAN WHISTLE
four years.
One Member of the City Council
IIP THREE OCTAVES from
the Fourth Ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the Board of Education from the First Ward For a
term of four years;
1 wo Members of the Board of Education from the Second Ward One
for a term of four years, and one for
term of two years, to fill out an

try

..

&

Dealers Price 2JfJ0fcM

Dr. Ear IS,

What promises to be come a valuable mica deposit, with development,
was recently discovered about twenty
miles northward of this city and
about ten miles north of Granite
mountain, by Ernest Marlow. a well
known stockman of the Williamson
valley section. Pieces of the mineral,
which Is of the white variety, can be
stripped from samples that he brought
to this city, which measure six inches
square, says the Prcscott Journal-Mine- r.
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Burns
A1AI1

Is

plaees
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwlck & Co., on Oold avenile.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which Paid election tho qualified
electors of the said City of All.unuer- que, New Mexico, residing within the!
11:1ms 01 tne said city, snull choose
tha following officers:
One Mayor For a term of txo

VALUABLE

PERMANENT CHARACTER.

y

V- -
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Notice

tion will be held In the City of Albu- querque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 1900, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. in., of
said day, at the following polling

Use

DISCOVERY 13 MADE BY STOCKMAN,
NORTH
OF
GRANITE
MOUNTAIN
THE VEIN, AS FAR
AS EXPLORED. IS SEVEN FEET
THICK AND LOOKS TO BE OF A

PAGE THREK,
NOTICE

Will Happen

DEPOSIT OF MICA
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CITIZEN.
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EVENING

10,1905
Westbound.
No. 425.

No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. in., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , departs
7:4a p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
ti:50 a. ui., departs 7:30 a. m.

Westbound.

Pueblo

11:05 p m No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
9:40 p m
7:00pm No. 3. California Limited, arrives
Espanoia
1:2G p m 11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
Lv. Santa Ke Ar. 3:30 p m No. 7, Mexico &, California Express,
11:30 p tn
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
liananca
10:29 p m No. 9. Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Servilleta
10:uup m
Tres l'iedras
Southbound.
8:10 p m No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
Antouito
p. m.
0:40 a ra
Alamosa
12:26 p in Local freight train. No. 99, southEmbudo
bound, departs at 5 a. ui., and carColo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

Trains stop at Embudo for dloner,
ries passengers.
where good meals are served.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
Connections.
m.
At Antonlto, for Durango, Sllvertoi No.a. 10
makes all lecal stops east ot
and Intermediate points.
Albuquerque.
At Alamosa, for Deuver, Pueblo and
1 runs direct to I.os Angeles.
Intermediate points, via either the No. 7 runs
direct. to San Francisco.
ftandard gauge line via I.a veta Pass No.
.
K .
j;
r."ua ",rtlt lu us AU6e,'s sua
WJ
or the narrow gauge via Salida. makin"",,,0-passinins the entire trip In daylight and A"
Ually,
through the FAMOUS ltOYALi
T. E. PUKD,, Agent
(lOKOE.
Also for all points on the!
j
Creeds branch.
M;,l..i and a Kunu-returned t
A. !?. HAKN'EY, Traveling Freight Tol, do, Wednesday, to take up their
v
and Passi nper Airent.
work, after a
vacation with
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A.,
their mother. Mrs. I.ucy ltutuer,
Denver. Colo, j Ili
Examiner.
.
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The
Roosevelt to vinlt the Kaiser. German editors are making comparisons l et w een the president of the republic
nnd the ruler of the Gorman empire.
A Bavarian newspaper says that the president Is
not permitted to leave the United States, hut argues
that there Is no good reason why nn American battleship should not be considered American soil, nnd why
Uie president should not sail across the ocean and steam
Into-Kie- l
on a warship to meet the emperor.
For the president of the United States to visit a
foreign country would not be customary, but. President
Iloosevle has not allowed himself to be hampered overmuch by custom. Former presidents have visited tfher
countries, contiguous to the United States. They have
crossed the Mexican border while In office and have set
their feet on Canadian soil.
It would he quite possible for President Roosevelt
to go on a hear hunt, and be longer away from Washington than he would be in making a trip to Germany
and back. Through the offices of wireless telegraphy
he could tio kept in as close touch with the capital as
lie could during a hunting expedition in the mountain
fastnesses of the west, says the Duluth
There is no sufficient reason why the president of
the United States, as such, should not visit any point In
Europe or anywhere else, since it is so easy for him to
keep in touch with the White House, but it is not at all
likely that President Roosevelt will make any such trip.
American popular prejudice would argue against it.
and there Is always a reasonable basis Tor tnese prejudices. Tradition would argue against it, and tradition
Is a strong factor with a people given to regard for rts
first ideals.
However, It is gratifying to note that the German
press pays tribute to the personality of the president
and has admiration for the type he represents the fearless, honest, capable American.
News-Tribun-

e.

To Limit Fortunes

resolution to limit fortunes to 110,000,000 was recently offered in the house, by Representative. Lloyd of
Missouri. His only comment was: "I offered H by request. 1 think ten millions is enough for anyliody. but 1
shall not agitate the principle involved In the resolution."
That is fortunate. Supposing, for an Instant, the principle was right, the practical difficulties in the way are
well night Insurmountable; and yet, the time must undoubtedly come when the money of the United States
must bo more evenly divided with an appalling alternative staring men in the face, if it is not American
,
Banker.
Along the same line of thought, something of a stir
has been caused among political economists by the novel,
not to say, startling remedy proposed by Prof. John L.
March of Union college, Schenctacady, N. V., for the
accumulation of land in the hands of the few through inThis was one of the great evils rebelled
heritance.
against In the reformation of England and Germany, in
the French revolution and in other great human movet
ments. A touch of Prof. March's idea is seen in the
Britain has adopted which compels landlords In
Ireland to sell real estate to tenants. Prof. March's plan,
however, goes much farther than that It would prohibit
all inheritance of property except a nominal amount. The
state is to take charge of the bulk of decedent's wealth.
His article, in full, will be found in the adjoining column.

Game of Ch&nce

The people of Albuquerque are being urged to com
mit a great folly a folly which has been recognized aud
condemned from time immemorial. They are advised
to buy the' water"Jilant for $300,000, for' that is what it
virtually amounts to, when in the present stage of public
Information to do so would emphatically be to buy "a
pig In a poke."
It reminds this writer of a certain line of financial
transactions very popular among boys in knee breeches,
fifty years ago, when swapping knives "eight unseen,'
was a busy if not lucrative trade. Fortunately, the
amount involved never exceeded the price of a "barlow,"
at that time about fifteen cents. But the people of Al
buquerque are urged to play the same game, and with
stakes of not less than $300,000.
Nearly every one is familiar with the grab bag at
church socials, where you pay the price, make a dive into
the bag with your hand, and bring up your prize, only to
tie pleasantly laughed at by associates. But no one minds
it. The purpose is to have a little fun: and, then, the
money is a donation to the church, anyhow. Albuquer
que .though, is asked to engage in a similar amusement
the price of which is $300,000 at the least, and how much
more no one can now tell. Nor have many voters any
more definite idea of what they will get for their $300,wo
and more, than the patron of the grab bag lias of what
be will get for his nickel.

More Light Wanted

The Citizen, last eveuing, called the attention of
readers to Section 8 of the proposed contract of the city
to buy the water works plant. Here is the section:
"8. It is further agreed that the said party of the
second part shall pay in' addition to the sum above pro
vlded, the actual cost of the Twelfth street extension
heretofore ordered by the city council, and thereafter to
be made, and all other extensions and Improvements or
dered or agreed to by the city council, the valuation and
price having been made upon me property as It now

stands."
Here the city binds Itself not only to pay extra for
the yet unbuilt extension to the American Lumber com
pany's property, but also to pay for all other extensions
and improvements ordered Or agreed to by the tliy eoun
ell. How many of the voters know how much these ex
tensions and Improvements, for which the city is to pay
extra, will amount to?
Same may say: Oh, that is provided f,,r n Th(
$50,000 addition made by the bonds over and above Hit
$2i0,000 price!
But who knows what these extensions
and improvements are to be, where they are to be, am
wrt they are to cost? And it they consume the $0o,onii
how are other equally needed improvements and exten
sions to lie made? Most assuredly. It's buying a pig in
bag.

Aldreinan Hanley says that the pipe of the
company's plant is worth $75,Ooo. if be-- knows that, then
he is probably the. only man in town who is so well in
formed. The vast majority of the voters, outside of tli
Water Supply company even if they know cannot te
now many feet of pipe, the plant now has In service, in
what streets or alleys it is located, bow much of it
kalamein and bow much of it. is of o her Kinds, and wha
those kinds are, and what are the sizes of pipe employed
and where each size Is located. These things are known
to few, if any, of the people who are to vote on the prop
osition; nor are there means, easy to attain and ecu rat
iu detail, by which such Information may be acquired by
the voters. What the Water Supply company bhould be
required to provide is a Uu print, or other profile map,
giving thoroughly and correctly, the tacts needed. Without such information, to buy the water plant at $3oo,oito
would be a grab b.ig speculation In deed and In truth
There is now underground telegraphic communication between london and Soot land. Geinianys un
syhtem dates from 1870. Fiance followed sun
in 1870, as the result of a great storm that isolated Paris
In 1875.
Up to date her system has cost $:p;i,oiiu,nun,
but Is believed to have mow than paid for itself. Lines
constructed in 18su are sti'.l in excellent eonditlon.
Tho present legislative assehdily of Ohio has p;ised
a joiut resolution, declaring for a change in the system
of electing United States senators, and that these officials
who;:!;! hereafter bo elected by the popular vote.
This
change Is coming surely, if slowly, but it Is coming.
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plan sub
property
Is
divided Into two ?A'.
classes or sorts: U
the homestead, i. c.
the house and iiBtf'..'Jv
l
furnishings,
together !;vT
4"
V
with such lands nnd'w
v
buildings anil
animals, etc., as are actually worked by the
owner himself; and!,
(2) income producing'
,
nronertv.
Inelndin
I
money.
$f, r ., v
Tho psnentlnl A f . I ii!"".
v.
.'
ference
l"
bet ween
these sorts of prop- "d J,,'j '
erty Is that the house
hold gives the owner
no social or other
power over hlB fellow
men; while Interest
bearing property repPROF. JOHN Ij. MARCH.
resents a sort of con
quest of his fellows.
In so far as he is really stronger than they more
virtuous, economical, intellectual, etc. this is as It
should be. We want our strong men to have power according to their Btrength. But in so far as it is a power
gotten by Inheritance, It Is fundamentally wrong and
fundamentally
The Inheritance of the homestead, on the other hand,
is as certainly good. It is well that a family should have
about it the visible evidences of an honest and success
ful past. It Is one of the most powerful Incentives tol
vigorous and righteous living. And, on the other nanu,
It would be grossly cruel, on the death of a man, to eject
his wife and children, who have done and are doing no
harm, from their accustomed surroundings.
The suggested plan, then, la this: The homestead
shall be' heritable, as at present. All the other property
in lands and the like, shall be sold at public auction as
soon as practicable, after the death of the owner, the
proceeds (with the cash possessions above a certain
small sum) to go to the state.
In order, however, that no hardship may come of this
arrangement, the widow, the dependent male children.
the female children, and any incapables, shall receive
from the state an annuity, which shall also be a certain
per cent of the income that had lieen received from the
property Bold, together with an Interest on the cash
taken. .This annuity to expire at the marriage of the
widow or daughters, and with the completion of the rea
sonable education of the sons.
By this plan each generation would stand on its own
feet and not be bound and shackled by preceding gen- rations as at present. At the same time we should avoid
pauperism on the one hand, and unnecessary hardships
on the other. We should have our present business con
ditions; we should have avoided the wild experiment of
socialism, and the still wilder one of revolution we
should really have the "fair deal."
An Interesting application of the theory is that which
would have to be made to our colleges, hospitals.
churches, etc. Here, again, the distinction would have to
be made between homestead and social property. The
corporation would retain Its buildings and appolnments,
but would gradually, as the state saw fit, give up Us
other possessions. It would then have to exist either out
of its own earnings or collections as most private
schools and churches do or would have to come under a
greater or less degree of state control. That this would
benefit our colleges nnd universities can hardly be
(toumea. niey would hecome seats of learning once
more, if Germany Tcan be taken as an example.
In

mitted,
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Not Any

Incorrigible Child
Duluth

News-Tribun-

e.

CKOCOC000XX
"There are no incorrigible children."
This statement was made in Philadelphia the other
day by Miss Lucy M. Burd, who la devoting her life to
the care of erring boyg and girls who have been sent to
her from the juvenile court. Miss Burd was discussing
before a Mother's club "How to solve the bad boy problem."
Her statement caused a flutter of surprise, and
must have warmed every mother heart that Ib torn with
anxiety over the wayward tendencies of young sons.
Miss Burd has been dealing with the naughty child
ren of the Philadelphia schools for years, and just now
she is conducting a farm school at Pretz. Pa., where she
has nineteen boys and girls, between the ages of six and
seventeen years. She has had notable success with her
charges, and she attributes It also to the fact that she
has studied how to keep them happily employed.
There is always something in the Hue of useful en
deavor in which a child can be interested. It is failure
to find out what that something Is that results in the
delinquency of the child who cannot adapt himself to
anything else.
She gave the mothers a practical talk on nature
study and never said a word about preaching to the boys.
She declared that Bhe had found some children accounted
thoroughly bad and stubborn to be teachable, docile and
lovable.
The children in her care work on the farm
raise and can vegetables, wash, iron, sweep, cook, sew
milk cows and Btudy everv day with Miss Burd, who is a
practical teacher.
The secret of hcr great success lies In the fact that
she loves the childreu and has found the Illusive way o
make 'her love for them understood bv them. Her heart
has something to give the children und she has mastered
the art of giving. The trouble with most of us is that we
do not know how to express ourselves clearly enough to
be understood by the wilful child. Miss Burd doesn t
say whether she snares the rod entirely. It Is unlikely
that she does. Doubtless her discipline has with it ju
dicious, if Infrequent, application of the rod.
She is making a success of her experiment and she
shows a disposition to share her secret with a small
group, at least, of the mothers who need It so much. The
press will carry her message and be eager to record her
progress.
"Tlieie u re no incorrigible children."
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Telephone Lines

Jemez Indians Repremanded
for Obstructing United
States Mai's.

00XXOOOOOOOC0XXOC00XXXJOCX
.Several ears a;ui. an editor in a small Illinois town
conceived the notion of strengthening his subscription
list, and, incidentally, making a little money on the side,
by running out fanners' telephone lines into the surrounding country. Anywhere from fifteen to thirty telephones were put on one line. The fanners paid $1 "
month for the service end in addition to having the free
use of the line for telephoning among themselves, and to
the merchants of the town, they had even a greater boon.
The editor, as an lndtn eiie nt to subscribers, inaugurated
a "daily telephone m w s sen ice." Kvery night, when lie
received the lat .M. (i icaj o newspapers, he cut out the
principal headlin.-ssummarized the leu ling news items,
an. I. at a ceit iiii hour, in response to a given signal, all
the farmers on his lines picked up their receivers and
the editor read to them the lull news of the day. in this
way, families living twenty miles from the nearest railroad or telegraph nation had the uews of the world us
quickly as dwellers in the great cities. The idea spread
until now hundreds of
ntry telephone companies are
their farmer subscribers daily news service.

NEW

SEVERAL

NLID

ARE

CASES

Aside from the calling of fho t nite i
criminal docket yesterday
Sum
morning, the Second district court
spent Wednesday practically in idleness. Judge Abbott doing very little
other thHn receive small contributions
in true nii.s irom ine granu juries.
This morning, however, there was a
decided pkking up of business. The
selection of tho United States petit
iiiry was Lie first w:.rk taken up.
These Jurors are as follows:
Jose Alarld,
W. F, Bell, foreman;
.lose Ramon Sanchez, Manuel Salazar,
Pablo Gabaldon, Daniel Gurule, Pedro
Puran, Modesto Sanchez, Fred Scholle,
Zcnon Romero, Cornello M. Sandoval,
Francisco Sabedra, Amal Sanchez,
Manuel Alderete.y Griego, Jose S.
Sanchez, DeBiderio Gurule, Lus
Pedro Griego y Apodaca, Lor
enzo Otero, Pollcarplo Armljo, Abel
Gallegos, Campos Frutozo, C. Young
and Frank E. Cllne.
This afternoon, after postponing the
case of T. N. Hlnch and another
minor case. Judge Abott called before
him the Jemez Indians charged with
holding up the United States malls
near their pueblo, and after censuring them severely and informing them
of the enormity of the offense of
which they had been guilty, told them
to return to their village and be good
Indians.
The holding up of the Jemez mall
carrier by a band of Jemez Indians
has been the occasion of some of the
most lurid Indian newspaper storieB
of modern times. It occurred while
the Indians were celebrating one of
their annual feast days. The route
followed by the mail carrier passed
through tiie Indian village, and the
denizens thereof were opposed o
white men passing that way during
the festivities, and witnessing the doings of the feast, which are said to
be very extraordinary
for civilized
tlmeB. Thoroughly worked up by the
festivities and liquor, which Is freeiy
Indulged In upon such occasions, the
reds handled the mail carrier rather
roughly, when he insisted that as a
representative of the United States,
he had a right to pass through their
village, feast or no feast. Anvong trie
most Important of the tribesmen
called to account before the court
were Jose Bey Chinana,
a picturesque Indian or probably bo
years of age, and Jose Manuel Tefa,
war captain.
the tribe's
'
New Cases Filed.
Stern, Schloss & Co., vs. W. J.
Noel; appealed from the preliminary
court of precinct No. 12. This is a
case wherein the defendant is sued
for $159, 'which the plaintiff alleges Is
due him for rent and liquors while
the defendant occupied tho premises
of the "Summer Garden."

Thorouchly Absorbent

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

Absolutely Hycenic

Clothes, IHI satis si mid Tog'g'ery
for Menu, Boys (El Children
It's a luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON
Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear
Are all in and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring

Ar-mij-

pealed bf .'the defendant from the Justice court . of precinct No. 5. The
amount sinsd for is $8S, which the
plaintiff alleges Is due him for supplies purebased by the defendant at
the plaintiff's store.
W. J. Mausaur vs. Joe Badaracco;
appealed from the Justice court of
precinct No. 13. By this action the
plaintiff seeks to recover liquors and
other goods alleged to be wrongly de
tained by tho defendant, who is the
owner of property formerly occupied
by the plaintiff, known as the Sum
mer Garden."
Tho case of J. B. Kraft vs. Angelo
Vivian!, appealed from Justice of the
peace court of precinct No. 12, was
disposed of, final judgement being en
tered against the defendant, thus con
firming the decision of the lower
court. This was a case wherein the
defendant was sued for $30 damages
Both grand juries reported indict
ments today. The United States grand
jury Is well along with Its work and
will probably finish bo as to be dis
charged on Saturday.
The most Important cf two true
bills returned by the federal grand
jury yesterday was that of John Myers,
alias Mans, and Rose Well, alias Rose
.Maus, charged with unlawful cohabi
tat Ion. This is probably the most
sensational case to come up at this
term of court. The man in the case.
a carpenter, was living in Albuquer
que with onc woman, when another
appeared and claimed to be his first
and only lawful wife. On being re
leased en bond, after having lieen
first arrested, Maus skipped out one
night, causing his bondsmen some
little anxiety. He returned later, however, conscience stricken, for trial.
FORCED
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FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes
Dunlap Hats

Policy of tM Store

Un

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
THE NAME

Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.

u
i

r- -i

3000
1000

VsliM

Mi

1000
1

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.
X

x-x-x

Our window display wiii
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
wiii wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN

RAILROAD

An operator named J. F. Donahue,
received here a telegraphic order for

trip transportation over tho Santa
Fe to San Marelal, where ho was being hi nt to go to work for the com
pany, on receiving the pass Donahue
manipulated it so that it read "for
two," and took a friend along wit.i
him to San Martial.
The fraud was
discovered,
adand on telegraphic
vices n "in this city, Donahue and his
friend a. re arrested at San Marcial
toda. They will be brought to Ainu
queripi
tomorrow morning., a com- plalui
ing sworn out against them
here ti lay by the proper railroad
tlcia'.. ,
forgery.
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Parlors

making window screens all
together, ami as strong as
f
ir 7 cents a square foot. A
SCI e, n .; or,
or
that
Will in' at any door shipped in here
f I'll! (!
cast, togetlni- with irim- -

Gussaroff
Proprietor.

Second street, Barnett Building.
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Illil;j
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Machine Works

Wholesale liquor and

Oar
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Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WTilskles, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The finest place In tho city to
spend your Idle hours.

M.

Foundry and

MELINI & EAKIN,

Bcreens, i cents per foot,
made door, with tiiiniuiugs.

;

o

R. R. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; iaafUm.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front lor
Buildings.
j,,,,
Repmlrm on Mining and Mill n'.mchlnory m Specialty
Foundry east bide of railroad track.
Albaqaerqie, M. M.

yari am: imm.nui' gj.rf.TW

Best brands of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

TIME IS COMING.
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SCREEN
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PASS AND NOW IN TROUBLE

Success Magazine.

,

I

ooo

W. T. McCREIGHT

Invited to Gerirmray
to Invito President
Gernmn press has

A
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W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY. SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ex
changec
BEST TURNOUTS IV THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

T

Am

Lucero

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS

Novelty Works
Superintendents
Falrvlew
and
p. 8. HOPPING. Proprietor
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
TO
DATE
SIGNS
Street
Second
321 South
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
MONUMENTS
PLANING MILL CO.
received, large shipment of
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
Just
o
201-2N. Second St.. Both Phones.
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
ASK YOUR GROCER
Repairing of all
FOR "AR- - Tribune Bicycles.
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
NOLO S BEST.
VERY HIGHEST kinda. Before buying give us a call.
COMPANY.
PATENT FLOUR.
A Cl'izen want ad will get the busiSubscribe for The Citizen and get
Try a Citizen want ad.
ness. Try one.
TOE CUM,, AT RUPPE'S.
the news.
.

.

her,

.

ike the

shop

I'Kirs that have a!was
'
$2.oo to $L'.:r,. f.,r $i
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made
cost,
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RETAIL MERCHANTS

o

ELECT, OFFICERS
And Petition City Council to

Secure Safeguards at
Crossings.
DEATH OF

J. W.

corintryovlnK people, a nation rich
treasure in time of peace and best
In time of war."
Please comply with the above recommendation as far as possible. Let
tis make of Arbor Day something more
than a holiday; let It be a tree and
vine planting day. I hope to see some
house
trees planted at each scho
when I make my next visit.
Wishing you all well, I am very
truly yours,
ANPltRW P. STROVP.
School Superintendent.

PAXTON DISCUSSED

The Retail Morrhnnts' association
of Albuquerque, met la.st nlpht at the
ffloe of the secretary In t;io Whiting
building, at which time the followinn
officers were elected, to serve the ensuing term:
President I?. O. Jaffa, of the .TaffA
Grocery company.
Vice President J. C. Flournoy.
Secretary W. I). Clayton.
Treasurer J. W. Anderson, of the
Monarch Grocery company.
President F. G. Pratt called the
meeting to order. After the minutes
of the previous meeting had been read
by Secretary Clayton, the recent violent death of J. W. Paxton, a driver
for the Whitney Hardware company,
waa discussed, and resolutions passed
to the effect that better railroad
crossing protection wag needed, and
on motion of Mr. Whitney, seconded
by Mr. Skinner, the secretary was Instructed to frame a petition to the
city council asking that body to make
an effort to secure better protection
for those forced to cross the railroad
at Mountain road and Tljeraa avenue
crossings.
A communication from the Marshall
Field company of Chicago, concerning
certain, mall matter, was referred to a
committee composed of Messrs. Whitney, Ulce and Stern. This committee
was also appointed to solicit new members.
After a discussion of other Import
ant matters, new officers were placed
In nomination, and the election followed. The present president, F. O.
Pratt, declined the nomination for ft
second term as president.

1

THE

H

CITY.

Rev. J. W. Barron, the pastor of the
Conerf Rational church, was cauen
upon Tuesday evening to join In marriage Allison P. Hilt and Mrs. Mary
Dorothy MacLaren. both having reg
tstered nt the Alvaralr from New
York city. After the ceremony, Jew,
eler Hickox, of the firm of
was called on by the couple,
and the groom purchased a handsome
ring, which he presented to the bride.
Yesterday afternoon, in his automobile, Mr. Hickox took the couple a
spin over the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilt have come to Albuquerque to remain some time, and
.
have taken apartments at the
While enjoying a quiet honeymoon, Mr. Hilt Is recuperating a constitution impaired by the business of
a New York brokerage office. While
in Albuquerque, he will also give his
attention to some compositions of a
literary nature, which were slighted
in the rush of busy New York.
Mrs. Hilt is the daughter of C. V.
Dutton, vice president of the Milwaukee Northern railway, and a sister
of A. N. Dutton, assistant to the general manager of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit company, who was a few years
ago an official of the Santa Fe coast
lines and a frequent visitor to Albuquerque. Mrs. Hilt made a short
visit to Albuquerque about four years
ago.
The Duttons are particular
friends of O. A. Matson.
Hlckox-Maynard-

Alva-rado-

GOVERNOR HAGERMAN'S
REASONS FOR CHANGE

TALK AT GALLUP

THE SUPERINTENDENCY OF
THE NEW MEXICO TERRITOR-RITORIAPENITENTIARY.
MARSHAL
WINDERS TELLS INTERESTING FACTS OF THE OIL
Yesterday's Citizen gave the news
FOUND NEAR THAT CITY.
of the appointment of Captain Arthur
Trelford, of the United States peniEllis Winders, marshal of Gallup, tentiary at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.,
accompanied by Sheriff Harry
tp succeed Hon. H. O. Bursuua as suand Antone Garduno, arrived perintendent of the New Mexico terin the city last night on Xo. 8 to at- ritorial penitentiary, at Santa Fe, and
tend the trial of T. N. Ilinch, which regarding said appointment Governor
comes tip before the United States Hagerman is quoted as saying:
court today, on a charge of selling
"There were a number of men in
liquor to Indians, the gentlemen be- New Mexico who "were considered for
ing witnesses In the case.
this position. The fact they were not
In conversation with a representa- appointed In no way reflects upon
tive of The Evening Citizen, Marshal their character. I consider It necesWinders stated that the trouble in sary that the man who holds such a
which one T. J. Ranson had succeed- position should have had a great
ed in getting himself, wnen he filled amount of experience in prison manup on bad booze and took a few shots agement and be In a position to deat his former employer, Mr. Krum, vote his entire time to his work. This
and also Mr. Sanjule, who was stand- place, in my Judgment, should not be
ing In the yard next to Mr. Krum filled by a man who has other occuwhen the shooting took place, had pations, such as politics or business
been settled, Ranson paying a fine for interests to attract his attention.
carrying concealed weapons and be- I He should be 'a man whose intention
ing discharged upon the complaint of ia io siuuy aim uuvauce in mis worn.
assault with attempt to kill. It Is That is briefly why I selected Mr.
said by some that Krum agreed vo Trelford, although he was not a New
dismiss the assault complaint, where- Mexico resident. He was recommended very highly by R. w. McLoughi-ey- ,
as, others claim that Racyoa war
warden of the federal prison at Leavthrough trlck6ry. At
i'aifc, vhe ..utior has l,ep
ct enworth, Kan., who is- an authority
lswt3
by the courts, said Marshal Witf5?ff. 3:cn prisons and then- management."
Although 'Governor Hagerman' did
ana Ranson, It is claimed, is behaving
nicely, having "sworn off" from the not say so, it is understood that the
deputy superintendent, R. C. Garrett,
fiery liquid.
Marshal Winders stated that a nice who has filled the position he now
flow of soft artesian water was daily holds so capably and efficiently lor
coming from the new well there, but the past three years, will be retained
and that there will not be any
that a pump would have to be In- changes,
at least for the present,
stalled soon, as the natural flow was among
the minor employes.
insufficient.
i
"It was intended at first to go
deeper, but some were afraid that by BURSUM IN THE CITY
going deeper they miehr rin
SPEAKS OF RESIGNATION
softness of ths Cc
ikij HM U
ready," said Mr. W:r..rjro Mull fill
TfCfi. H. O. Hursum, chairman
of
holland has msvol
jt;2i to 'Ml
ritublican territorial committee,
water, where be Hill ifik tv. '.!.!
resignation as superintendent
wil, and the Otlivp
aT i. a: Sfhcfie
the territorial penitentiary at San-- t
lowed to remila is !f ' j "
i Fe has been tendered and accepted,
,
SpeaUng ol ii oil Haiti tuis;:.
ntlved In the city last night and
Mr. Winlr uld i
spent
the day here, meeting old
"There are p7.fi.ty if ieu
l cC
and transacting business of a
near Gallup. AlCtt tttitesil t itei Irlends
personal nature.
U.B'U !
Ut ttC
northeast cl tils
When seen at the Alvarado by a
seepage that tc fjuns' viVliir, I si
representative of The Evening Citiwhether it can be developed Inlyi- zen,
Mr. I3ut8um stated that he was
ng quantities Is the question. Years
ago a trfnnel, probably eighteen fe?t en route to Socorro county, for which
long, was sunk, and in this tunnel place he will leave tonight, on a busilook after some inoil seeps galore. When I visited the ness trip, and to
he has In thai county.
tunnel it was full of water and the terests
When asked as to the cause leading
water waj covered with a thick coat
of oil which could be scraped off the up to his resignation as superintenwater easily. Years ago travelers dent of the penitentiary, Mr. liursum
passing there used the oil for axle declined to discuss the subject at any
length, saying:
grease."
"I have nothing to say relative to
he matter, except that I was permit-,URGES OBSERVANCE
to resign."
"Have you made any plans for the
OF ARBOR DAY future, Mr. Bursum?" was asked.
l'jne in particular," replied Mr.
SIJPERIHI
I, WUt liirsum, "except that I will go ahead
t; my personal
business
sEnna cifiiu-- n
tc attending
Ut-m- .
Kiuch as I have already done."
ot
DIRECK!U
TF1ICT8.
Wi:tn asked If he would confine
to sheep raising on his large
llmif
Following the jrot auMttd (4 (
Sheep ranch
in
Socorro
western
ernor Hag.:rin.i;i, (i'h
li M Jcuuty ho replied that ho would not
Arbor I'e;-- ,
.
Miy Uicrcso than usual; that he had
Sticti;t, of tl.c
Mliut i, lit UUJtt ao definite plans for the future
sent Tit tli. 9!:ljv.sr. iilPltar . H alter hi3 resignation
takes effect,
whtcli :i (liiL'tji.lii'ntr
:
it does the K'th of April, but
ConUj nt EkCiUU.:. lv.:u.t!
o :tiv Le would remain in the territory
New "..Ifiic:, Ai'-u- i'
A
:i
Tit
.V.&.c:ln
it bis hme.
directors of the differ' nt fcnooi .its
report
Mr. Hursum affirmed the
t icta:
that Captain Trelford, of Fort LeavenIn accordance with established
worth, Kas., had been appointed as
and by virtue of the laws of the his successor, ami expressed tho wish
territory of New Mexico, enacted tor that, that gentleman
would have a
that purpose. His Excellency, H. J. prosperous reign as superintendent.
Hagerman, has designated Friday,
Speaking of the reiwrted appoint.March Un, l'.mti, as Arbor Pay, and ment of Deputy Fred Fornoff as cap
on
recommends that
that day the tain of the mounted police, Mr. Hur
people in all parts of the territory, sum stated that
the rumor was well
turn aside fr.ni the ordinary duties I unded and that it was virtually
l
of life, and devote their time to plantthat Mr. Fornoff will be the next
ing of forest trees tv
'Rptain of the New Mexico mounted
fXh ii iHt
adornment,
I ff
pJlice, vice Captain Fulerton. who, it
grounds. x'.i'.U
:t ttt Is understood, will shortly lie asked
'M1.
I trir I'.r his resignation.
Vi
otlu r effcrtf. t tu
it
ists as sV.iU U is
rv:i ti
day so estsfrlM! j i
tte
iir
t
P0L!CEC0Ur
'.t-'l..
VL
tlesignaud tr.ul' r
tl.c ;::'..
' A. ('. Kmory was taken into custody
the public si hccla
the canity schocl ir jcrlitiri- - .il tnis morning on a complaint of having
i.-'-heiehy admonished 13
ii ttclen, or assisted in the stealing of
Z
this proclamation io i"ue ltacl;ra 72 a ted spring
and stove from his wife.
ier tln ir dilu tion, ani 13 H
nic Carter, who was caimht with
ular care io r.'.'--o
l -- ..
the spring, alleges
Kmorv stole
means at their comrr.aaj tne ottorr the stuff and gave that
it to him. The
ance of the day by tue fcciicci
utove was disposed of to John A. Thir-lo- n
in all .sections of the territory.
for $1.5o. Mrs. Kmory, it is unIf the day is observed as It saou'd derstood, refuses to prosecute her
lie, our holm s and our country will
d
spouse or his companbt made more beautiful, and this, In ion.
itself, will teach patriotism, and make
Two natives, charged with being inHie generation soon to assume tne toxicate I. were lieforf
the police
duties of citizenship, a houieloving, jude, tins morning, and were fined.
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AT LAS VEGAS

Initiating Team From This
City Return, Having

ROYALLY

r'-'"-

......
c'uil-dre-

light-fingere-

ENTERTAINED

The Albuquerque team of K:,r1cs
that went to l.as Vegas it few days
ago to put on tho degree work or
the new aerie instituted there. returned home Inst night, and report a
royal reception by tho feathered ones
of Vc-atown, and a princelv entertainment.
Following aro the officers elected to
serve for the first year of the new
aerie of
lfs at ljs Vegas.
Past President A. R. Roberts.
President A. A. Maloney.
Vice President
W. M. lewls.
Prelate E. E. Petitt.
Secretary T. R ltlnuvclt.
'

s

Treasurer

A. M. Adler.

Conductor C. N. Bailey.
Inside Guard Ben Reynolds.
Outside Guard Florentin Montoya.
Physician Dr. M. F. Desmarias.
Trustees T. J. Ray wood, three
years; John Thornhill, two years;
il. F. McGuire, one year.
The Las Vegas lodge was Instituted
last night at a meeting held In the
Fraternal Brotherhood hall. It starts
out with a membership of ninety and
the promoters are sanguine that the
roster will be doubled before the cnu
of the year.
Mayor Frank McKee,
the territorial organizer of the Eagles, presided at the Instituting of the aerie
In Las Vegas. He was assisted by
the degree team from this city, whlh
Included Henry Westerfeld, J. J. Sheridan, J. w. names, H. E. Sherman. W.
B. Moore, W. C. Mason and J. C. Martin. There were present sixteen other
visitors belonging to aeries scattered
throughout the country.
The formal launching of the aerie,
initiation of the members and election cf officers was followed by a
sumptuous banquet. It was midnight
before the diners sat down to the table and it was well along Into tne
morning before the guests dispersed.
The Las Vegas Eagles thus marked
the founding of the order In that city
in an auspicious manner
and they
will doubtless be flying high now that
they are
memlters of the
society.
The number, of the local aerie has
not yet been officially announced, but
will prolnbly be made known In a few
days. The meeting nights have been
set for the first and third Tuesdays
of each month,' with headquarters for
the time being at least, in the Fraternal Brotherhood hall.
The visiting Eagles were royally
entertained during their stay in Las
Vegas, They were treated to a drive
up Into the canyon yesterday afternoon and last evening were guests of
honor. at a dinner at the Casteneda
.
hotel.
.

WILL DEFEND
X-:--

INDIAN

CHARGED

.

WITH OFFENSE

'

MEXICO

A

UNITED

Attorney A. J. Abbott, of Santa Fe,
legal representative of the Pueblo Indians in New Mexico, came down today to look after the Interests of Jose
Manual Yeppa, a Jemez Indian, charged with interrupting and obstructing
the United States mail, at Jemez pueblo, some time ago. He pleaded
not guilty at his preliminary trial and
his case will come before the grand
Jury tomorrow.
During the morning Attorney Abbott had for a visitor Jose Chiguigul,
an Islet a Indian,' who called to see
the attorney In reference to some
land his son had been deprived of. It
seems the son had married, thereby
obtaining title to some valuable land.
Later, his wife died and the land was
taken away f rom him. The father
wanted Attorney Abbott to have the
land returned to his son at once.
Throughout the territory Attorney
Abbott Is looked up to by the In
dians somewhat In the light of a godly
power, they Imagining that all that Is
necessary to do tt have all their
troubles and complaints speedily ad
Justed Is to appeal to Mr. Abbott.

CATTLE ASSOCIATION
CONVENTION

RUNNERS RETURNING

TRACKS, AFTER
SEASON AT ASCOT.
Tin-
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wine
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lantern
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ROSWELL DEMOCRATS

Elks' Opera House
SATURDAY, MARCH 31

MR. CHARLES B. HANFORD

of ten

.

V...1.1 Wl l

In Two Superb

h

'tses

.

i

YOUR EASTER
GOWN

the Matinee,

At

The Taming of the Shrew

SHOULD AEET WITH
APPROVAL

At Night.

Each play presented with every ntteti
lion to detail.
Prices

Many

new ideas in fashion,
and fabric are embodied in
our New Spring Styi.ks and
Sample. just received from
New York.
Ladies desiring swell and
gowns are requested
to call and get prices.

$1.50, $1 and 75c

fit

NOTE Preceding the performance
"The Taming of the Shrew," Mr. Han
ford will present the one act Napoleonic play "THE OLD GUARD."
Seats on sale at Matson't, Wednesday,
March 28, at 9 o'clock.

up-to-d-

Elks' Opera House
SATURDAY,

24

MARCH

Madam Gross

MATINEE AND NIGHT PERFORMANCE

Pbona Black

the

By

!

8
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GREAT ELLERY

Vi

j

i

TELL US OW TO DO IT.
Tell us how we can supply you s
better quality cigar for 1 monej
than the well known and well liked
White Lily cigar without toes and
we'll do it. You know very well that
we must ruako some profit or go on
of business, but we are content with
fair margin. Hence the low price
cents for such a fine cigar. $2.00
the box of fifty.

BAND
Led by the

1NSFIRED FERULLO
ARTISTS-6-

'

Cold Avenue

118

SPRIHO MUSICAL FESTIVAL

3

t

PRICES
NIGHT Lower floor, 1; fliBt three
rows In balcony, 75; balance, of balcony, 50c,
MATINEE Adults, 75c;' children,

A.

o o o

J. RfCHARDSn

113'2 WEST

The

St. Elmo

JOSEPH

BARNETT,

I 20

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Prop'i

SAMPLE A NO

West Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOMS

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most important of all; that

Is the selection
of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this It
Empress flour is chosen. It Is so
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be un
surpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use it for that very
reason.
"

Bottled

Distillers.
FRANKFORT.

STATEMENT LEDGER

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

AUSTRIAN

8ole Agents.

Albuquerque, N.
Automatic Phonff,

BORRADAILE

SYSTEM?

Af.

U.S. Lithgow&Co.
KlIIXDEHS

IIOO

OPENING SALE
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DANGERS OF THE DARK
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TELEPHONE

;

worth
worth
worth

Real Estate

Colo.,

COMPANY'

3.50

AND

15.00
fO.OO

Phone' B. 68

IN

YOUR

HOME
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W. MASTERS

A
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Wootton & Myer,

surprising. These
iii"" tn.itica should itu- :

YOU NEED

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Rope Portlers

18 GOLO

The Telephone Is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

Telephone the Police
FIREI
Telephone the Fire
Department.
ILLINESS)
Telephone the Doctor.

?

V

lot of new Lace
An attractive
Cur ains at prices you are tome-time- s
asked to pay for goods two
or three seasons old. Sale price
75c to $9.00
from

1

117 Gold Avenue

IOOI

Lace Curtains

11

& CO.,

BURGLARS!

199.

t his
m.ii tiin? carried
ini; of J. S. Holland.
'I t...
......li V'Ml.Tini'H,
...iii.i.il
1111IMIlll
and were in r liarne of

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

u-

MELINI & EAKIM

CATHEDRAL

OLD

economical, accus time and worry. Can
ral.
I...
to advantage In a small
w il as large business. Call
us up and wo will show you.
.Vsr
;!. I'lione 12S.

t.

K

.0

Souvenirs

P

lit tail
have you
cunsidered the advantage of a

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

I

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

SAY
Merchant,

.Mr.

j2

Wholeea'e Agent.
.114 West Copper Ave.

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
;i5'i West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

In Bond.

J

M. BERGii

Crown Studio

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

hoinewarl

te
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TO EAST-EREXCITING

Trainer Frank Regan.
Among the best horses in
car
was the well known M isterson. Mas-- j
terson's latest suet ess w as to rapt lira
tne brooks-Cos- t
derby this w inter at

Productions.

I

2

-

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Accompanied by

pr.-s-

.r X'.....M
HI .M

Mlhert Fahen

MATINEE AT 2:30 P. M.
NIGHT AT 8:43 P. M.
Engagement
of the
Distinguished
Actor,

The democrats of the city of Ros-we- ll
held their city convention last
Stats on tale at Matson
Saturday afternoon, und the following'
gentlemen were nominated to head Wednesday, March 21, at 9 o'clock,
the ticket:
Mayor J. W. Stockdale
Clerk Kred J. Beck.
BAND
GRbATER
THAN
EVER
Treasurer J. G. Hedgecox.
The candidates for aldermen and
school trustees are as follows:
First Ward M. D. Hums, alderman; Dr. E. H. Sklpwith, school trustee.
Second Ward W. K. Wisely, alderman ; Y. Divers and H. J. Shaner,
school trustees.
Third Ward C. L. Stone, alderman;
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
J. It. Ray, school trustee.
Room 17. N. T. Armljo Bulldln.
Fourth Ward K. D. Hell, alderman;
Rev. C. C. Hill, school trustee.- OCOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3
Fifth Ward R. H. McCune, alderman; O. Z. Flnley and O. G. Gilbert,
SCREEN TIME
school trustees, fi
Is here. Door and Window
The Record, lir4 Us report, says the
,
screens made to order.
report of the resolution committee
was amended so that, it endorsed emALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
phatically the present city administration and its policies of tiling the OCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)0
irrigation ditches, extending sidePIONEER BAKERY
walks, raising the saloon licenses to
$2,000 per year, and
prohibiting
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
gambling. This amended resolution
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
was adopted
without a dissenting WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
vote.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

bound.

Tra.n
the running

AfJD CARPETS

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

35c.

CAST-OFF- S

in w

RUBS

DAILY.

Dr. C. J. Amble, of Mancano. Torrance county, who has Just returned
from un extended trip Into the interior of Mexico, says that the sister
republic Is a country of great possibilities. The doctor did not confine
his Investigations to that part of the
country traversed by railroads, but
spent many weeks in parts of the
country thus far uns(ure, by the inroads of civilization.
"On one trip of fifteen days," said
the doctor, "a mining engineer and
myself penetrated
the Teotopeck
mountains, 300 miles south or the City
of Mexico, Into a country so rough
that we traveled with the utmost difficulty, our trail going first up hill,
then down, encountering the most
radical changes of climate. The vegetation grew prolific, and rain fell
almost every day. At the foot of the
mountains, the thermometer registered 105 and flies were thick, while up
on the mountans snow fell Instead of
rain. We found lrits of mineral on
our prospecting pilgrimage, with silver and gold values running as high
as $100 a ton, but the difficulties encountered in getting the ore to the
railroad makes mining there of this
grade of ere unprofitable.
"Although I went to Mexico for the
purpose of looking over the country,
with a view to locating, and found
it a good field for both mining and
the practice of medicine, I am yet
undecided as to what to do. I have
lived near Manzano now about four
years, and like New Mexico pretty
well.'
Dr. Amble came to New Mexico
from Chicago, locating at Manzano,
which is famous for the apple trees,
which grow there to an enormous size
hnd old age.

season at Ascot J'arK.
'lotted on Sa'tirJay, and
s nor
tho I'actnc
are

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER.
CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30

(

roust ciiciJ.I

i

MISS MARIE DROFNAH

COUNTRY

HORSEMEN
ON

n

AND

Special to The Evening Citizen.
San Marcial, N. M., March 22. The
annual convention of the Cattle ProNew
tective association of Central
Mexico opened here this morning,
with a largo number of prominent
cattlemen from all over tho territory,
ami especially the central part, in at
tendance. Every hotel and plaeo of
accommodation is full, and more del
egates ar.d visitors are expected to
arrive here during the day. Today's
sessi n was given over to receiving
the delegates and preparing for the
!;tisines.of the convention.
Advices received from Santa Feare
to the effect that Governor Herbert
I. Hagerman will arrive hera tonight
and will address the convention tomorrow or Saturday.
The convention
lasts three days. Much enthusiasm
is being displayed and it is thought
that the conventi n will work mucn
good for the protective interests of
the attlemeti.
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JUST RECEIVED

have a car load of young Hol-teland Dttrbnin cows coming fresh
within two or three weeks. They
wer( purchased from the best dairy
farms near Denver, and can bo seen
at Trimble's corral, cm Copper avenue, near Second street.
P. J. YRI3ARRI.
- I

The Merchant of Venice

PRESENT.

CLEAN

4

S

SAYS DR. AMBLE, OF MANZANO,
WHO
HAS JUST
RETURNED
FROM THE REPUBLIC.

AT SAN MARCIAL THIS MORNING,
WITH MANY IN ATTENDANC- EGOVERNOR
HAGERMAN TO BE

EASTERN

I

YOUNG HOLSTEIN AND DURHAM
COWS, FIRST-CLASMILKERS.

THE CELEBRATED

HOW

page five.
FOR SALE

OF GREAT POSSIBILITIES

ACCUS-

i

OPENS

Ascot, worth $2,r.0O to hlg owner. He
made the mile and a quarter in a
trifle more than twu, flat, thus hanging up a record at Ascot for tho dis
tance.
horses always get the
"Eastern
niniey on the coast," said Trainer
Hegan, to a reporter. "The western
stock is shy on the quality, a large
percentage of them being only the
cast-ostock of eastern stables. We
cleaned our bunch up this trip, selling
all our ponies at good prices. We had
sixteen horses when we went to the
coast in November, and we are taking
eack only ten of them.
"This thing cf cltanlng up their
stables by selling to western horsemen. Is getting to be quite a practice by eastern owners." continued the
trainer. "And it is done with great
success. A horse worth $2ou In New
York, will bring probably $1,000 In
California, and he may make good
there, too. on account of the air being
lighter. Horses that can't even get
a lork in at the money at Gravesend.
may,?o over on the Pacific coast and
win right along. You see horses need
a c.iange of climate, as Well as pe
pie. We made a good cleaning
on
the coast this year and are going
back to Gravesend with our horses
in fine shape, as a result of six
months cn the coast."

SELECT CITY TICKET

OF A SERIOUS WATURE
ED OF OBSTRUCTING
STATES MAIL. .
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stalled Officers.
WERE

MARRIAGE

WELL KNOW NEW YORK PEOPLE
UNITED IN MARRIAGE IN THIS

WATER AND OIL

EAGLES ORGANIZE

EVENING CITIZEN,
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Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
i:3 H. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

j

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail;
only line Ua a change of stock ec
route; good r'.gs. nor
and drivers;
rl leaver Al'jU'juerqua every Monday
Wednesday and KrK'iy at 6 a. m. Kor
particulars, a Ures' VV. L. Trimble ft
Co.. asouu, Albut, jenjue. N. M.. or J.
U. BLOCK. 1'ruyrietor. perea. N. M.

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
M.

LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Hoom 10, N. T- - innijt?

BullJlL.
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ALBUQUERQUE

SIX.

A MUSfiMENTS
AT THE EJLllS THEATRE;

(y

I

fusclnatliiK 'harnctcn of
not nori'SRarllv tlio
most lovnblo. "Shylork" lias Inert enwith few
dowed y Shenkeppeare
ralts Iliat arc iirepoysessiriK In tlip ordinary sense oft he word, yet "Shylock"
lowers head and shoulders in popular
Interest over any romantic hero that
fletion has created. It Is the tempera- ment that Is capable of great emotions
that, compels attention and the actor
who compels attention and the actor
who plays "Shylock" acceptably must
be a man of great natural gifts and
well grounded in his art. Charles II
Ilanford who served his apprenticeship as a player under such masters
aa Booth and Uarrott nnd who had his
course as the stellar associate of that herclo figure in the
legl'lmate drama Thomas W. Keene
pta'.uls
today in the esteem of thousands of players as the
exponent of this strange, romplrx and
yet intensely human role. "Shylock"
Is one of the very few instances in
which the Hebraic character has been
presented to the stage with a complete realization of racial dignity.
embitttercd and revengeful,
lie Is a man of resourceful mind1 and
unconquerable pride. This role has
been a favorite one with Mr. Hanford
Th

most

the drama arc

post-gradua- te

nt

and his personal desire to appear In It
this oeason has been supplemented liy
numerous requests. In the rharaeter
of "rortia" l lie poet has shown how
a woman may he Intellectual nnd
courageous, capable of roping with the
most skilled H'pal minds and brave in
an emergenry, anil yet not n bit like
the "new woman" who sometimes ap- pears in modern affairs. Miss Marie
Drofnah has portrayed this rolo with
so miirh success that she has won
unhesitat ing recognition as one of Its
must charming and efficient exponents.
The company has brru selected witn
the utmost care and the production
has omitted nothing which Is the misThe
sive of the stage to create.
Merchant of Venice will be presented
by Mr. Hanford and his Company at
the Elks' opera house on Saturday,
March 31. at the matinee; The Tam's
ing of the Shrew will be Mr.
piny Saturday night.
Han-ford-

melodyTn names

of ellery's band
Melody radiates from the very
names of the musicians of the Ellery
band, says an enthusiast who Is also
a student of languages from what he

considers a psychic point of view.
Assistant Manager Voider of the
hand helps out the argument with the
assertion that Italian is a tongue that
carries musical suggestion in every
syllable,
"Of course," says Mr. Voltler, "one
must have some comprehension of the
pronunciation of the nntursMo bring
out their real harmony, but without
that It need not take the deepest perception to scent the nlmosphcre of
sweet sounds which pervades
the
roster of the band. Rumination has
often brought to me the conceit that
the name by which each member of
our organization Is known could be
developed i t o a musical theme of no
mean significance." And this Is the
song he sang:

EVENING

CITIZEN.

OUTSTRIPING THE EAST.
Kurltlg the time the Atlantic ports
.'"
have been growing from $t!2l.
to $:H7,(M",0iiii the rarllic const portH
have grown from $ 2.mo.oio to
(mo.ooii of exports.

Washington, March 22. The most
notable feature of the wonderful r In
development now npparent
the I'nited States is the growth of
the Pacific roast cities as channels of
foreign trade.
luring the last year the exports
from the Pacillc. ports have almost
worth of merdoubled
Jln3.121.5iii
chandise. During lltnJ they exported
Enough is known to
only J'i.'.722,RH.
mai:3 it certain that thlH ratio of
growth is not only being maintained
Imports have kept
but Increased.
pare In the same proportion.
developThis means commercial
ment hy leaps and hounds. Our trade
wbh China and Japan has almost
doubled In a year and tripled In two
ears. Beginning in 19u3 at 13 millions of dollars, our exports to China,
during a period of 10 months for
which the records were kept grew
the next year, during the same period
to 20 millions and the past year to 50
millions. The exports to Japan increased from 1 millions to 22 millions to 49 millions.
This is 10 times as much as we sent
Japan '.in years ago and fourteen
times as much as we Bent to China.
What then of the future of our Pacific coast cities and the future of this
FRANCESCO FEUUIXO
Oriental trade?
Multiply tl.e total of the present
Leader of Ellery Band as seen by a
Oriental
trade by nine and the result
Milwaukee Humorist.
will be a rougii estimate of the potentialities of the Oriental trade. To put
Francesco Ferullo, director; Fer-tun- e it Ja another way the present trade
Coccaro, of Asia and Oceania amounts to three
Covone and Aristode
flutes; Edttoardo Raho and Gaetano bililon dollars. But their population
Carancl, oboes; Giuseppe Ruccl,
is SoO.000,000, while that, of all the
clarinet; Vneenzo Cipriani, sopra- rest of the world is but 750,000,000.
no saxophone; Pletro Rlccl, alto saxo- But the trade of the rest of the world
phone; Alfonso Rossi, tenor saxo- amounts to nineteen billion dollars.
phone; Arturo Cortl, baritone saxo- So Ir Is seen that the Orient has a
phone; Luigl Luballn, bass saxophone;
Antonio Pectmo, Giuseppe Sinlscalchi,
Aniello Marrantlno, Eustacchio Pint!, DAGGS CASES WILL
Gennaro Tenaglia, Florlndo Maselll,
Antonio Scarpa, Camillo Zaccaro. An-toPROBABLY BE DISMISSED
Lovraglio, Tommnso Tornese,
Salvatore Lasorella, Pietro Turl, all
clarinets: Angelo Valente and PROSECUTING ATTORNEY CON
Antbnlo Carldeo, alto clarinets; Ono-frl- o
SIDERS CHANCES FOR CONVICVecchio and Giuseppe Posa, bass
TION BUT SLIGHT.
clarinets; Domenlco Palma, Taddeo dl
Girolamo, Giovanni di Natale, reue-ricoThe famous Daggs assault cases, It
Gregorio and Tornese, trump-ot- - would seem, may be ended so far as
Arhtile Paronrl. Raffaele Gaeta any chance of the two defendants ever
and Vincenzo Montopoli, French horn; serving a term in the penitentiary is
Antonio Zlteui, v incenzo t rezza auu concerned, says the Phoenix Gazette.
Michele Petti, altos; Liborio Lomonte The Maricopa county board of super
and Vincenzo dl Natale, solo trom- visors has taken up the matter with
bones; Lulgi Basile, Antonio Forte District Attorney Baker, who Is In
and Giovanni Marlnelli, trombones; conference with them this afternoon.
Vincenzo Riso, solo euphonium; Filip-p- o It is the wish of the members fit the
Mancinl, euphonium; Michele Fras-coll- a. board to have the cases dismissed unbass tromlone; Raffaele Greco, less he feels pretty certain that he
Ernesto Milano and Rodolfo Rapinl, can secure convictions.
basses; Silvio Palma, tympanl; LuJudge Baker said he thought the
ciano Buoncrlstlano, drum; Francesco
chances of convicting them was very
Viola, bass drum.
remote. He said the records show
Both names and melody will be at that changes of venue often result In
Elks' theatre Saturday, Marcn 24tn; acquittal and especially In this case
where there has been a great lapse
matinee and night.
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the commission of the
rf.'enses, he Is not at all confident.
The cost of carrying witnesses to
PrtECott to attend the trial and maintaining them during the trial would
be very heavy and the county would
have to pay the expenses of its own
witnesses, win or lose. Failure to
convict would mean also the assumption of the costs to the defendant.
The Daggs case is one of the most
sensational on trial here in recent
months. The Daggs brothers, R. E.
and A. J., were arrested several
months ago, on complaint of Esther
and Marie Powers, whom they had
very forcibly ejected from their of
fices, it Is alleged, In the Monlhon
block.
A charge of assault with Intent to
commit rape, was also preferred
against R. E. Daggs, the complaining
witness being Esther Power, the
younger of the two girls, a child of
sixteen. She had been employed In
the office by R. E. Daggs. . Of this
crime he was convicted in the district
j court
and was sentenced to the pent

ft
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That every ingredient must bo of choicest
selection, and the brewing, fermenting,
on faultless, is told in
aging
the taste
an-Vs-

o
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BEER

But there's something else; an indescribable element that gives to Wiener
its striking individuality. In a word, it
is Character. There's a most satisfying,
prateful flavor that is alwpvs a distinct
Blatz quality.
VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE

....
You Ma$? Wait

(jUHUBT Come

Yotll Have
YOU May Think

ERNEST MEYERS & CO., Wholesale Dealers,
Albuquerque, New nexico.
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Jose D. Sena Appointed Colonel.
Jose V. Sena, clerk of the supreme
court, was on yesterday appointed a
member of the governor's staff, his
commission to date from March 21,
wlih rank of colonel.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public have
been appointed bv Governor Hager-maMa. E. Pierce, Alamogordo.
,
Otero county; E. W.
Estey
Socorro county; C. R. Phflllps, Cloud-crofOter.i
county;
Charles A.
Sehcnrlch, Enclno. Torrance county;
Arcadlo Sals,
Bornardo,
Socorro
rounty; Lcopoldo Contreras. La Joya.
Socorro county; Lee Anderson.
Quay fotinty;
Antonio J.
Leyva, Chacon, Mora county.
Resignation Accepted.
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman has
accepted the resignation of H. O.
Bursum, ns superintendent of the territorial penitentiary, as follows:
Santa Fe, N. M., March 19, 190B.
The resignation
H. O. Bursum
Is hereby accepted, to take effect on

T
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OFFICIAL

1906,

The most perfect property for large
sheep ranch in the southwest. Over
50,000 acres in solid body, with
water, grass and shelter, and
with first class timber, sufficient to
pay for property, with a surplus, and
leave ranch costing less than nothing.
Title absolutely perfect, and every
tax paid to date. A proposition that
never can be duplicated for large
sheep owner, or sheep company startApril 12, 19116. H. J. HAGERMAN,
ing, business.
?
L. B. TRINCE.
Governor.
A
i
.
Atlantic
Santa Fe, N. M.
The governor's n:te of acceptance
was vrltten across the corner of the
ny ro
It will not con you a cent to try resignation and has been filed In the
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver office of Territorial Secretary J. W.
per capita trade oi only about J3 a Tablets, and they are excellent for Raynolds.
year, while the rest of the world has a stomach troubles and constipation.
per capita trade of J27 a year, or nine Get a free sample at any drug store
COMING EVENTS
times ns muh. The population of
this other halt of the earth is not AN ACCIDENT AT BALL
March 24 Ellery'g Royal Italian
GAME AT PEARCE.
producing according to its capacities.
The Tombstone Junior base ball band.
The chief reason is the lack of transMarch 31 Charles Hanford Comportation, fnc lities. But there trans- team went to Pearce, Sunday, where
portation facilities are coming as they they played a game with the Pearce pany in Shakspearian Plays.
April 3 City election.
have come In all other parts of the nine, bring defeated by a score of 22
April 15 Easter Sunday.
earta, nnd .hell advent will work a to 2, says the Tombstone Prospector.
May 15 The opening of the Casino.
One of the members
of the team.
colossal Indue: ry and trade reform.
No country i.n earth is so favorably George Shearer, met with an accident,
A Scientific Wonder.
situutcd to benefit by the new com- by having been struck on the forehead
The cures that stand to its credit
mercial era whtich is Pawning as Is with a bat wielded by John Smith,
the United States. We have a nation- while batting. Shearer was standing make Bucklen's Arnica Salve a scienal frontage on the Pacific of 12,500 near Smith, when the latter swung tific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford,
nautical miles. W ehave a commer- to hit a ball, the bat strklng Shearer lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry.
cial and strategic foothold at the door on the forehead, causing him to drop Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case
of piles. It heals the worst burns,
of the new commercial world, iu the as if dead. A physician was sumPhilippines. We have national pres- moned, nnd after some time he was sores, boils, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chiltige; and, If congress listens to the revived. He was brought Into town blains and salt rheum. Only 25c at
all drug stores.
demands of the hour, we will have a and is reported to be resting easy.
sufficient navy and adequate naval
facilities in the Pacific to push and
hold the advantages which are our
right.

at

Mr. Charles B. Hanford as "Shylock" in "The Merchant of Venice," Coming
to the Elks Theatre.

Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Itch,
Ring Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
Itch.
All of these diseases are attended
by Intense Itching, wnieh Is almost
relieved by applying Chamberlain's Salve, and by its continued use
a permanent cure may be effected, .t
has, in fact, cured many cases that
had resisted other treatment. Price
23 cents per box.
For sale by all
druggists.
IDEAL

l

ap-

pealed to the supreme court but has
not been reviewed.

PACIFIC AND ORIENT
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;
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tentlary at Yuma. The case was
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afford to wait, but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
Gf t,ne ony heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will exclude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

That WE

caD

i

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
That on this avenue a thirty-fothat the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites on
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON

1

The Terrace Addition Im'provement Company
M.

P. SI A MM, Secretary and Selling Agent

t
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D. EMMONS.

STARTLING ALLEGATIONS IN Dl
VORCE SUIT TO BE TRIED IN
NEW YORK.

.ov

Qunldc,

inrR, .March

anoihrr

22.

.Jna.

p

of rittsimix's Rroup
i RiPi'i trust, runiniiites,
Is 'having
martial troubles which will poem he
aired Hf a trial of a u!t brought by
"
separation and alimony.
.ucwuaiu", a millionaire. Is vice
president of the National Powder Co..

Agents for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

Sole

WITH

Nov

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness. Saddles, Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years Tal
top leaks, cash paid for Hide and
and
Pelts.
M9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1882

Prfet
50c $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Uuickrst Cure- for n.11
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEl BACK.
AND

HORSE

F. G. PRATT

&

PROTECTIVE

Hllliboro

CURE BARGAINS IN

Order

N

HARNESS

CO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

creamery Butter

Best on
'
Solicited.
Free Daii
214 South Second Street.

woolens without shrinking.
wTth
!
are just like new. if other lflundrle.Vhr'nk throu.h
thSS ?t?Zl
them
br
'
and we will straighten them out for you.

B. A, SLEYSTEt?
REAb

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY C(T

INSURANCE;

SADDLES

ESTATE
FUBtJO.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, AlbUQueraue
Auiuuiauu iciepnone, 174.
JNUTAKT

S.

BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

A. D.

MRS. JAMES P. McQUAIDE.

AND ETC.

3

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Staple and Fancy
groceries

OF CENTRAL NEW

C2

Wool, Hide and Pelt Deal ers

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln &
Coffees, lm
boden's Granite Flour.

MEXICO AT SAN MARCIAL

SE-

Wholesale Groce

Building, Nortn Third Street

Thos. F. Kclchcr
TAINTS, OILS,

Discovery

FORfJ OUGHSand

ki FiNwnnT

EMIL

Masonic

Dr. King's

ASSOCIATION

TO

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

of Frssh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory,

CURE the LUNGS

CATTLE

THiS CHANCE

Meat Market

KILLtme COUGH

"r

a j.irse stockholder In the Pressed
wiicel company, and a partner In

THIRD STREET

All Kind

AND

SEVEN

PAGE

TREATWILL

BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.

r

mr

Cor. Coal and Second

Both Phone

A MAT

RIMONIAL TANGLE

y
and now have on
celeof
the
a beautiful line
Refrigerators.
brated BALDWIN
Come early and get your pick and
if we can't suit you from atock we
will get your order In with our
aecond shipment.

J.

A C ASTRONOMICAL

ONE MORE STEEL

WE ANTICIPATED
YOUR WANTS
r

fi

EVENING CITIZEN.

ATBUQUEKQUE

22, 1906.

"pKKpns".
v-

JOHNSON

o
the
company,
For the above occasion
m
which controls the automatic switches be sold March 20, 21 and tickets
22,
at
the
In use on surface railroads.
rate of $4.95 for round trip. Final
McQuaide says that he did not limit March 24th.
know that his wife was suing him
T. E. Purdy, Agent.
until he read in. the newspapers that
Mrs. Sarah S. McQuaide had told
Judge Burr, In the supreme court of
Brooklyn, that her husband had beatCHEAP RATES TO SOUTH
en her and left her penniless. The
millionaire and his wife sepnrnted six
AND WEST
months ago.
McQuaide has declared his Intention of fighting the case. He denies
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
that he ever struck his wife and
and supplies and horae power puma-Incharges that the trouble in his household was instituted by Mrs. McQuide's
outfit.
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
sister. Among other things, he says
sister-in-lahis
Mabel, broke five of
his ribs.
In reply to the wife's charge that
her wealthy husband had driven her
out of the house and that she was
penniless, McQuade said that he had
Imperial Council Ancient
given his wife the Nyack estate, real
estate in this city which she had sold Arable Order Noble of
Mytto Shrine Convention,
for $65,000, and had made a trust deed
L
Angelea, Cel.. May
of his income from the National
Violet Rote and English Hawthorne,
7-t- o,
1906.
Cable & Conduit company so that his
wife received $333 a month. He National Congress of
ciaims nis wire s extravagance cos: Motnera, Los Angelea, Cel..
3 Cakes in Box
My7-tthim $700,000 a year to live.
I0O6.
For the above occasions tick-et- s
FOR- DEVELOPING THE
will be told to Lot Angelea
HANOVER DISTRICT.
or San Francisco at rate of one
nanover ana tne immediate sur
fare for round trip. Date of tale
rounding mining country is fast beApril 26 to May 6, 1906, Inclu.
coming one of the leading mining
Ive. Final limit July 31, 1906.
camps of the southwest, owing to the
Special Excursion to City Also
extensive operations of the Hcrmosa
extra quality
Copper company, says the Silver City of Mexico and Return
and
Independent. ThiB company is balkRate $40.25 for the round trip.
Hygienic
Skin
Soaps
at
ed, It is understood, by New York capDate of sale April 25 to May 5,
italists, and during the past few
Inclusive. Fln- -i
the same price
return limn
months has purchased nearly all the
t
July 31, 19,06.
valuable mines and mining property
Semi-Annu- al
in and around Hanover that Its offConference
icers were able to secure. The comof Mormon Church, ttait
pany has Invested several hundred
Lake City, April e-- 9,
1906. THE WILLIAMS DRUG CO.
thousand dollars' on these properties.
Rate' $33.10 for round" trip. Date
It is understood' that it Is not the
of salei March 30 to April 3. InBLUE FRONT STORE.
Idea of this company to take out and
clusive. Final limit 60 days
ship ore for some time to come, but
117 W. Railroad Ave.
from date of sale.
Both phones.
simply to block out the ore, and when
Liberal stopovers on all above
the proper time comes, the operations
excursions.
will be among the most extensive yet
For full Information call at
oltAM CARPET CLEANING
undertaken by any company In that
Ticket Office.
district.
Claanmr
invirnron rna He
T. E. PURDY, Agent...
Cleans everything.
The company Is at the present time
Is the
placing the most Improved machinery,
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
such as steam hoists, etc., on the difsetting up, and is no upstart at
ferent properties and otherwise getIf your neighborhood Is
the business. There Is no otting In shape to take out the ores in
hundreds of tons daily.
herJust Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.
No "Come Back" Here.
This is the first Instance In several
years of newspaper work that the
TOTI A GRAOI
wrlted hns dared to tell the truth
not
In
Dealers
for
why
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
your
a
about
wedding for fear of getting
Grain and Fuel.
licked, and does so now with a keen
BACK
friends
EAST? Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
relish. The groom is an editor and is
and Cigars. Place your order for
not an accomplished and popuar leadThe
this line wltTi us.
er of society; in fact, ho doesn't know
NORTH THIRD STREET.
as much about It as a rabbit. His
hair is red and the freckles on his
OC0300CXDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
face crowd each other for room. He
Corrlllo:'.
American Block
has never considered that the future
looked very bright and promising.
The bride, Judging from the Job she
has taken on her hands, is a young
lady of more than ordinary nerve.
Gay lord (Kan.) Sentinel.
will he'? to get them
NOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
started Southwest' of you
will give us their names
COKE - MILL WOOD
The first annual meeting of the Beand addresses. Write us
len Commercial Club Building assotoday.
KINDLING)
ciation, will be held at the "Heyday"
Club rooms Tuesday, April 3, at 9
Address,
o'clock p. m.
H. EMOKY DAVIS,
Gen. Colonization Agent of A. T. &
Secretary.

-

ar

W.

THESE ARE

Douglas-McQuald-

We are offering some very s pocial prices on tLls line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

RAILROAD TOPIC:

CARRIAGE
BUYING DAYS

and
LOW PRICES
,h?n0!'intend,buy1 a vehlcIe t0 enJy th dimmer months? If you don
pass us by. We dont urge you
nave many good styles within ihn ran to buy an expensive Tehicle we 9

g

J. F. McMahon, train master for the representatives. On
following day
Santa Fe at Laa Vegas, arrived in the Mr. Davidson died. the
city yesterday on company business,
When the claim was made for the
returning to Las Vegas today.
life insurance benefit of the deceased
George H. Nelson, Inspector of re- payment was refused by the union.
frigerator cars on the Santa Fe, with
IS DUN TO BE PROMOTED
headquarters at La Junta, Colo., was
in the local yards this morning on

official business.

THAT

Luciano Romero, for thirty years
driver of the stage between Trinidad
and Starkville, was run down by a
Santa Fe freight train while trying
to drive over a grade crossing near
Starkville, the other day.
Fireman Lorin Colip, who was seriously Injured on the Santa Fe, Raton
& Eastern, lq slowly recovering. Until recently it was feared a surgical
operation would be necessary to remove the clotted blood from over the
brain.
Charles Bryant, a locomotive engineer cf Rochester, N. Y., who has
been In the dty for some time past,
the guest of the family of J. P. Palmer,
left yesterday for his home. His
young son, Ross Bryant, who came
here with liim, will remain in the city
for some time longer for the benefit
of his health.

IS THE
REPORT
COMES, VIA TOPEKA.

THAT

rumor is current and almost perin Santa Fe circles that J. W.
Dun, who Is at present the road's
chief engineer, is soon to be promoted
to a new office that Is to be created,
that of consulting engineer. If that
comes to pass he will continue to live
In Chicago and have his headquarters
there. The rumor further has it that
he Is to be succeeded in the office he
already holds, that of chief engineer,
by W. B. Storey of Topeka, who holds
the title of resident engineer here.
"If Mr. Dun is promoted or leaves
the office he is now holding," said a
Santa Fe official, "Mr. Story Is
the man who is next in line of
promotion and would probably get his
place. I have not heard that Mr. Dun
is to make a change, howe?er."
Another Santa Fe official said:
"There Is nothing In It."
A

sistent

c?r-talnl- y

Don

v

t stay away because you are not rich. Come and see us.

Albuquerque
Carriage Col
Corner Flrat and TJera Road.
RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

,

SCREEN DOORS

Both Phones

Third And Marquette

Just received two carloads of
Carriages,

Tar

I

General Bailding Supplies

'

25 cents

Charles J. Lantry, of the Lantry- Sharp Construction, company, passed THE EPRIS BELEN
through the city yesterday en routo
DIVISION COMPLETED
east from a trip of inspection to the
Belen cutoff. Mr. Lantry stated that
work was progressing rapidly and that ON EASTERN RAILWAY OF NEW
MEXICO WORK
PUSHED ON
by tomorrow night the most difficult
GRADE AND TRACK TO
part of the roadbed, from Belen to
Epris, will have been completed.
The Belen cutoff of the Eastern
The diner on the California limited,
No. 3, which left here yesterday morn- Railway of New Mexico, between Wiling was brought back last night In the lard and Eprls, was completed yesmiddle of a freight train, having Jump- terday, a distance of sixty miles.
ed the track near El Riot, and so dam- Track laying has started vt the canon
aging the front trucks that the ear had west of Willard and will probably he
This
to he cut out of the limited at EI Rito completed some time today.
and returned here for repairs. It will complete the road from Belen to
Epris,
120
a distance of
miles, sixty
went to the "lip" track last night and
miles from Epris to Willard and sixty
will go out today on No. 7.
miles from Willard to Belen. The diThe Newton, Kan., Republican says: vision between Texieo and Sunnyside
on
Mail car No. 42 is sidetracked east of
the Pecos river, seventy-eigh- t
the depot and the clerks are using miles, has been finished and trains
l,630,0ot)
slips are running over it.
it while running out
which came in the latter part of last
There now remains, comparatively
pounds
2,338
week. The slips weighed
speaking, only a small stretch for
In the aggregate, and made an im- finishing, namely between Sunnyslde
mense pile In the transer office. The and Epris, a distance of fifty-eigsupply in this consignment is enough miles.
to last the clerks running south from
Work on this is progressing rapidly
Newton for two or three years.
ami there are hundreds of teams and
many men employed on the grade and
J. T. Bate, formerly commercial In track
laying between Epris and
agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Sunnyslde,
railway at Denison, Texas, passed
The temporary
bridge
railroad
through El Paso yesterday morning
the Pecos river at Sunnyslde
on his way to Los Angeles, to which across
is also under construction and will bo
point he has been transferred. Mr. ready
two or three weeks so as
n
Bate is successor to F. E. Maguiro, to passin construction
trains and conSubscribe for The Evening Citizen
formerly commercial agent for the struction
material.
and get the news.
"Katy" in this city, who has resigned
on account of 111 health, from the post
at Los Angeles.
The first division of the Santa Fe
between Belen and Eprls, a distance of 120 miles, will be completed
tomorrow, the track from Willard to
Epris having been completed yesterday, and track laying between Willard and Belen, the short gap, was
commenced yesterday and will be completed tomorrow night at the latest.
Thoso having the work in charge feel
much gratified at the way work has
been pushed forward during the pant
few weeks that the weather has been

r

Extra Fine Perfumed
Toilet Soaps

Buggies,

fine

Runaboute

and Phaeton

SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOV
TAKE A LOOK THROUGH OUR
LARGE

J. KORBER

I

I

'

W.H.Hahn&Co
DOTH 'PHONES

Railway Exchange, Chicago.
1

OOOOCODOCOCXDOCXXXDOCOOCJOO

MEXICO.

ARMED.

For that reason spring Is the time
to combat the Influence of hot
weather in summer. A practical bath
room, modern sanitary plumbing will
do wonders towards preserving the
good health of the family. For the
why and wherefore, call on us. We
are leaders In, everything pertaining
to thoroughly up to date, scientific,
sanitary plumbing.

w

S. F. Ry..

& CO.,

NEW

FOREWARNED IS FORE- -

ji

for you

Ton

REPOSITORY.

ALBUQUERQUE.

good enough

$6.00 Per

0

EASY TERMS

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.
Both 'Phones:
matlc. 671.

A. C. WALKER,

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican'
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will bs
t
served promptly at any hour of
Prices will be from 25c to 30c.

FIRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Raldrldge'g
yard.

M,

Colo., Red 284: Aut

the-nigh-

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

Dealer! In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and REAL
ESTATE DEALERS
ail kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash Automatic 'phone, 6IS. Office,
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Weet Gold Avenue.
1

cut-of- f

nice.

Connell, puiit'ial passenuer
Santa IV system, has
just completed his first visit through
the Rocky Mountain states since he
was advanced from genera! agent of
the Santa Fe at Chicago to general
passenger agent. Before leaving Denver, two days ago, on his way to
he said that the Santa Fe system was preparing to handle, this
summer, the largest tourist business
and that it is revising
in its
its advertising publications and will
distribute thousands of copies of
these.
J.

agiu

M.

of th

J OOEfflSS IFO 3S ES ILa 2ES' lESr ,
a

IS
SUED FOR A POLICY.
Suit was brought in the dis rict
court at Denver by the widow of t'.ie
late Dennis Davidson, former bailiff
court, against the;
of Judge Malnne's
Switchmen's I'nion of North America.
of which .Mr. Davidson had been a!
member, to collect the face of a $fiu0,
lift- - insurance jk lioy. which the complainant charge, has be. n unpaid.
According to the claims of counsel
for Mrs. Dawdm. on September, 1103.'
the premium nil the policy was due
and un,sid. lu September friends cf
Mr. liaviilx.m went to the oillce of tne
union and paid the premium, the sum
being accepted by tiio organization's

w.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

Gui-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa

re

r

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

9

Of 1,000

business and resident? lots. t,ue 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; larnt rut n
:tra:t3ta. etc. Helen If the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine. hear:

-

flS.fiOO;

SWITCHMEN'S UNION

ALL

retg, with alleys
1

20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old ahade treea; publle
school houte, cost-"!eiitahHshmerits In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three iotels.
hay in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near
future cannot bo estimated.'

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAtL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

Tha lots offered are In the center of the city, will graded, (nasny of them Improved by
coal and wood yard, drug itor. harness
s
hop. etc, etc.
Also a
modern hotel

litlvati.im;

e

GO OVER

do gand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

Urst-clai-

g

first-clas-

bakery, tailor abop. shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shot, slsnlog mill.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LC, AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
' AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE
APPLY AT ONCE FOR
CHOICEST LOTS TO

IT

a

Railway

Bsleu is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points e;u--t to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

To-pek- a,

y.

EMI.3

EST

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and ImDrovement Comnanx
wm.

BECKER, President

TVTi."mpnn

HL.ilJS9

M

PAGE

"ALBUQUERQUE
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THURSDAY, MARCH 22, I90ff

$2r.n,nno.
This should have hern life In the territory was spent as a
$:ino,ono, as $r.n,0i"i additional lxuids miner and prospector. For many years
are to he voted on for Improving tne, no nan disappeared from trie Knowi- water nlant In cno It Is purchased edge of his relatives in Philadelphia,
Tho city hall bond is for MMmi, and only receiving one letter trom tiirm
In years, the last one, found among
not fiojofio, as stated.
;
of the his effects, dated 1 S8t. He has a son,
Tho regular monthly
John T. Bardon, living at 2.: 5 Wood
Ladles Aid Society of 'In; Lead
rliurcll wis held this street, Philadelphia, who has been!
of the death of his father,;
afternoon, at 2::n o'clock, in tho notified
asked that tho remains be ship- church parlors. A large number of and
much ped home for burial. Deceased had
the members were present andsociety
made Albuquerque bis home for me
business of importance- to the
past twenty-fiv- e
years and has many
was discussed, after which the re- friends here
who will regret to learn
devoted
mainder of the afternoon
of his death.
to socIhI discussion.
best
of
one
the
Polk,
C.
L.
General
The funeral ceremonies over the reknown railroad men of the state of mains of Antonio Perea, aged So, who
Texas, passed through the ciiy this died at his
home In tiie Highlands,
morning, en rotitu east from a visit yesterday afternoon,
at 4o'clock, took
to tho Pacific coast. Gen. Polk was place this morning at 8 o'clock, at the
formerly general manager of the Colo- !5an Felipe de Nerl church. In Old
rado, Santa Fo & Gulf road, which Albuquerque.
In Santa
Interment
extends from central Texas to tne Barbara cemetery.
gulf.
He is now associated with It.
F. Yoakum of the 'Frisco lines.
Rosall Gallegos de Arias, aged i
years, who died yesterday morning of
A. P. Slubbers, well known throughout the territory as a former United dropsy, was laid to rest In the Santa
Slates postotllce inspector for New Barbara cemetery, this morning, the
Mexico and Arizona, Is down trom funeral ceremonies taking place at $
j

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

vp-n-

.(.

Ii A 3 14 WEST RAIlROADAVE.li

DAY

O

II

a big variety with light,

Friday;

Sunrise, 6:02; sunset, 6; 13; length
of day, 12 hours and 11 minutes;
moon ro se at 4:55. The day has
been quite pleasant, but at timet
hazy. Dean Farrar, English clergy
man and author, at amiable, as learn
ed and more devout than either, died
on thit day three yeart ago, when a
star set that had been effulgent alike
In the literary and religious heavens

And Ri't the very hest for your money. We
arc Just as particular about selecting our
footwear as wo are about
line of every-dn- y
picking out tho most fashionable dress shoes.
They must be right In every reBpect, but
especially so far as the tcomfort of the foot
and good wear la concerned. At tho same
time they must look neat and havo enough
style to be worn most anywhere.
We have

AND WEATHER.

Partly cloudy tonight and
warmer in eastern portion.

Bay Oar Men's Work Shoes

Mih,iit

ARRIVAL

OF TRAINS.

Following Is the 4 o'clock report of
the arrival of Santa Fc passenger

trains:
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

me-

9 o'clock p. in.
12:4 0 o'clock u. ni.
7
On time.
87:25 o'clock p. m.
9
On time.
1

s
when the cry "Quality" is shouted
on every hand by a hundred brazen throats it is
hard to dtstingnish between the false and the
true in clothes.
Nov-a-day-

It is the part of wisdom then to put your faith in
a house of recognized standing and unchallenged
Such a house can not, as a mere
reputation.
matter of business policy, afford to play its customers ialse.
OUR NAME on clothe is a mark of which
we're right proud and which we have kept unsullied through all the storm and stress of competition it stands for "promises fulfilled' for
"no misrepresentation" for "finest fabrics, best
trimmings, advanced styles, our customer's interests," first, last and all the time.

Denver to appear as witness In sev- o'clock from the Sacred Heart church.
eral postoflice robbery cases, which
The Choral Society of the Highland
are to come up nt this term of the
congress. They are made of such reliable
Mr. Smlthers Methodist church will give a tea at
United States court.
Kangaroo
leathers as Satin Calf, Box 'Calf,
now occupies the res)onsille position the residence of J. D. Emmons, at 310
South Walter street, Friday, March
Calf and Colt Skin. They are easy on he
Dr. G. W. Harrison is spending the of auditor for the county of Denver. 23d,
from 3 p.m. to 11 p. m. Every
E. C. Allen, manager of the Albu
day In IJcrnalillo.
foot and polish well. Our prices are
Tile com body cordially invited to attend.
Jose Fadllla. the Ketner saloonist. querque Pressed Brickon and
tne t:aiirorma
Is In the city attending United States pany, returned today
LADIES.
limited, from St. Louis, wnere ne
court.
Kirn, the Chicago
Miss Barbara
ago, for tne pur
days
several
went
city
in
is
the
Mrs. Frances Cross
modiste, announces that she has
pose of buying machinery
the
for
her
to
visit
on
a
from Santa Fe,
company's plant, to be put In opera opened ur a first class dressmaking
daughter, Mrs. Fletcher.
of town. Mr. Alien establishment In Room 2b, Armijo
' C. W. Cook, traveling freight and tion Just north
was Btcctssful In securing what tie building.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
passenger agent for the Santa Fe, was went for and says that It will be along
Ufia
"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
a passenger for Santa Fe this morn In a few days.
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's Ing.
D. A. Macpherson, president of the
Fred Scholle. ceneral merchant at Democrat Publishing company, pub MUSCLE.
grocery store, are sure to bring the
the
in
attending
business
is
to
Helen,
lishers of the Morning Journal, went TOE GUV., AT RUPPE'S.
right flavor to all dishes Into which city, having arrived from me souui to
p
Santa Fe, this morning, to answer
morning.
Parties who removed Co. G. U.
summons to appear before the Santa
they enter. This Is because we al this
Thelin Bros., barbers near First Fe district court, where he ts cnargea flag will please return same to
ways procure the' best manufactured.
street, on Railroad avenue, have Just with criminal libel. When he pur- Ruppe.
We find out first what brands are re Installed In their shop halt a dozen chased a ticket at the local station
MERCHANTS' LUNCH AT THE
Mr. Macpherson was
liable and personally guarantee them new automatic cltalrs.
this morning.
11 TO 2:3"
Col. R. E. Twltchell arrived from asked how long a time he wanted on WHITE ELEPHANT FROM
Las Vecas laBt night, having some It. He was accompanied by his at- DAILY. ALSO FREE LUNCH SATURDAY NIGHT.
leeal matters before the courts here torney. A. B. McMillen.
T. A. Whltten of Los Angeles and
to look after.
PAY YOUR POLL TAX FOR 1906
Today We Have
Mrs. F. R. Rrown, of 704 West Coal Albuquerque, who, several days ago, AT RUPPE'S
DRUG STORE BEavenue, left this morning for Gaines purchased an Important piece of Al FORE APRIL 1ST, AND AVOID
buquerque real estate at the corner COST OF SUIT.
Not. 118 and 120 South Second street ville. Tex., where she wlU be the nt
Third nt rpet and Gold avenue, left
guest of relatives for a few weeks
for Ixmir Beach, Cal.. toj
ATTENTION GENTLEMEN!
Miss Elsie G. Bradford is In the last nleht. Whltten, who has been
Mrs.
citv from Fullerton. Cal., and will Join
resort.
your suit now for "Easter,"
at
that
spending
winter
Order
the
snend the snrlnc months hero, after Mr. Whltten is much Impressed with and be well dressed. You know our
Y. Maynar d
Geo. W. Hickox
which she will visit relatives In Den
Gulf
the future outlook for the prosperity reputation. Best workmanship, latest
ver.
tignieen
of the metropolis of New Mexico, as styles, and lowest prices.
Miss Irene Wilkinson of St. Louis, Is evidenced by his investments in hundred new samples to select from.
-is in the city, stopping at the Casa this city's real estate.
Tailoring Agency
de Oro. and expects to remain in
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
The Imperiul laundry the Edgar Nettlcton
definitely. Miss Wilkinson Is a col boys,
put
Into
114
Third street.
South
has
proprietors
Just
lege friend of Mrs. Edward Otero,
Btee Points
position in the rear of their new
Selects
Standards
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
A. J. Ablott of Santa Fe, attorney building in course of erection, one 'it
FOUGHT, SOLO
TICKETS
for the Pueblo Indians In the terrl the largest furnaces and boilers In
IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE NICEST AND
AND EXCHANGED
tory, camu down from Santa Fe, last the southwest, and in a short time a
THE BEST. OUR WATCH REPAIRING AND OPTICAL DEnight, to look after some legal mat huge smoke stack will be erected.
Office
,
Association
PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICAcharges.
tera for the government's
I
pushers, and inform
Transactions
are
brothers
The
MAIL,"
AND
BY
TIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS
W. C. Warlick. representing tho J. The Evening Citizen that when everyGuaranteed
D. Emmons Furniture store, left last thing now in contemplation Is put into
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
night for a business trip through the execution, the Imperial will be one ROSENFIELD'S, 1 1 8 W. R. R. Avs.)
southern portion of the territory in of the biggest and greatest of Its
South Second Street
The Arch Front
the Interest of the firm he represents. kind this side cf Kansas City.
Born, this morning to Mr. and Mrs
Isldro Sandoval, the South Second
O
George Franklin, cf North Eighth street
T
TTT A sf "TS.T
rTTTTT-- "
general merchant and sheep 3
em
an
Is
street, a girl. Mr. Franklin
city
the
from
to
has
returned
5
raiser,
ploye of the Albuquerque Gas, Ele.;
miles
his sheep ranch about thirty-fiv- e
trie Light & Power company.
BEST."
south of the city. He found his ewes
"THE
Special communication of Temple In such good condition that this morn
Lodee. No. ti. A. F. and A. M., T hurs- - ing he refused an effer of 5 per head
If not, ycti may a little later. It will pay you to buy It from us SaturWork in for them. "The conditions as to
day evening, at. 7:30 p. m.
day, March 24. Remember, for one day tmly at the following cut prices:
tho fellowcraft and master mason de- weather," said Mr. Sandoval, "are
J. C. such that the sheep are eating fresii,
grees. By order of W. M.
2- - Quart
65c
Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Kerger, secretary.
green grass and were never as fat as
3- - Quart
75c
Regular Price $1.25 Our' Price Saturday , ..
now." The gentleman says he will
A meeting of the nights of Colum4- - Quart
90c
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday
bus will be held tonight In St. Mary's commence lambing and shearing his
flocks .about April 15.
school hall, at 8 o'clock. All members urged to be present, as matters
They are all staiMard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reB. Ruppe, captain of Company G,
up
come
before the of the New Mexico National Guards,
of importance will
duce tho same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
organization.
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be acceptcircular letters to every
has
W. B. Metzgar, who made a trip member of the company, ordering
ed at the above prices.
for Melllnl & Eafcen, wholesale liquor them to be present for company
dealers, has returned to the city. He
at the armory, April 3d, t
J, H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists
Barnett Building
visited the mountain towns and re 7:30 p. m., sharp, and for regular in
ports having taken quite a nice bill 01 spection by a United States army of
orders.
ficer, April 4th, at 7:30 ocioeK. as
Mrs. W. II. Matson, Jr.. who was the equipments, funds, etc., to bo ishere the past week visiting the par sued by the government to the com
ents of her husband, and the latter J pany will be based upon tne snowing
brother, O. A. Matson, left last night made at inspection, it is urged upon
on one of the delayed west bound the members that all be present at
this Insuection, unless compulsory
passenger trains for Fresno, Cal
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THL WOniE'S SHOULDER.
prevents. No other
R. Perry, the Indian agent stationed labor or sickness accepted.
at Fort Defiance, on the Navajo In excuses will be
dian reservation, and J. E. Flanders
Children's feet deserve care. It Is
are In the city as witnesses in a case most Important to get good fltung
401-40- 3
of liquor selling to the Indians. They shoes for the little ones. Our shoes
ir
will remain here a few days.
are so made that they conform Imme
g
An Important meeting of the Broth diately to the foot of the child, wnen
Mexico
for
erhood of St. Paul will be held to H comes to boys' and girls' shoes,
Writ., for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
nluht. at 7:30. at the Lead avenue then we do feel proud of our offerMethodist church, at which time of ings. They are constructed with par
2
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
ficers for tho ensuine year will be ticular care as to fit hut with extra
elected. All members ure requested caution as to stock. The 'better the
stock the better the wear. Prices
to be present.
N. M.
to 2.5u. C. May's
Regular services at Temple Albert range from
Friday evening, at 7:45. Rabbi Jacob shoe store, 314 West Kailroad
H. Kanlnn will sneak on the follow
"Why Are Indigestion
ing subject:
THE
MORTUARY.
and Nervousness the Signs of Rec
ognition in Good Society?" Everybody
is welcome.
Eugent Grasselli.
Eugene Grauselll, head of the GrassR. P. McAuliffe. who will lie m
6HUR-Oyears old the coming June, has been elli Chemical company, of Cincinnati,
RAILROAD AVE.
ot O., and one of the leading manufacon the sick list the past coup-- 3
weeks.
He came down town today turers of Ohio, passed away at his
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
however, to transact somo private home at lul2 West Hailroatt avenue,
matters, but the veteran of the Civil last night, from tuberculosis and a
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
war claimed that he was yet feelin complication of diseases, aged 46
years. Deceased came to this city
FIRST ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
badly.
ten days ago for the benefit of his
Room tO, Whiting BIk.
lu vesterdav's Issue of The Even healMi and took a lease on the new
Corner Gold Avenue am? Second Street.
ing Citizen a l voocranhical error nuidi Darliy A. Day
Appointment
Made at Vann'm Drug Store.
ii West Railresidence
the article on the bond issue read road avenue. Shortly after his arrival he began to grow worse, and as
tie was a big. broad chested man. it
is tlmniiht that other complications
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1.1- - v- HARDWARE
RETAIL
dium or heavy soles, plain or cap toe, laco or

fib

4

$1.65, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00

STERN

SIMON

-

Railroad Avenue Clothier
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LENTEN FISH
SHIPMENTS
RECEIVED

DAILY

F. F. TROTTER

Barracuda
Salmon
Smelts
Channel Cat Fish

T.

Red Snapper
Flounder
Sea Bass
Cat Fish

The Hickox Maynard Go.
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Do You Use
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l nL TTnTrT7T
WORLD'S

a Fountain Syringe

ooooco
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CEMENT
GLASS
DOORS

LUMBER

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

WHITNEY COMPANY!

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers

113-115-l-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

North First Street
and Arizona.

New

Albupuerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

E?

mm

Albuquerque,

Diamond

S. T. OFVANM
OPTICS

Palace

PURE DRUGS

DOCTOR

N

111

Fine Jewelry

Stationery

Lowncy's Candies

Subscribe for the Cituen and Get the News
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Spring Clothes for Boys

kv

"

have
WASH

elegant
of New
Russian
Suits at

--

All the Novelties of this season now

displayed.

Boys and Youths
square-cuNobby
double
at
breasted Suits, elegant patterns,
-

lie

West Gold

p

HOES
RAKES

remains of John .1 Ua'dnn.
at his Home In thi.s ci'v, a
I'"W
:e.s ago. will be shipped tomor- n
row. t.i the former home if the
cea
Philadelphia. I'a. Deceased
had eeii a resident of New Mexico
years, coining
thir: five or thirty-si- x
here in the early days.
Must (1f his
TI,

U

I;, d

ows

Young Men's long pant Suits, in neat patterns,
nicely tailored; at $8, 10, 12.50, 13.60 and 15.00

NOW

M

HARROWS

H

CULTIVATORS
ROAD SCRAPERS

A

PLANT HARDY
VINES, SHRUBS AND
SUCKLES

122
S. Second

3

LINE

STUDKMAKKU
W A (J

ROSES,

OX8

HONEY-

THe rLomsT

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 713.
J

CARPENTER

OF

M
M

HARDWARE

WE HAVE THEM.

tVESr

FULL

BUILDERS'

IS THE TIME

TO

H

SPADES
SHOVELS

t,

35.00. S5.S0 and S6.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

COMPANY

M

S'

TOOLS
IRON

CORRUGATED
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

M

M

H
H

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

tie

&

WHOLESALE

(K-i-

e,

POST

FUNERALS

$1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $3.00 and $3,50

two-piec-

.J.

.

215 West Railroad Ave.
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